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ABSTRACT 

 

In response to the Fiscal Year 2006 National Defense Authorization Act, the US Navy 

conducted an evaluation of alternative propulsion methods for surface combatants and 

amphibious warfare ships. The study looked at current and future propulsion technology and 

propulsion alternatives for these three sizes of warships. In their analysis they developed 23 ship 

concepts, only 7 of which were variants of medium size surface combatants (MSC,21,000-

26,000 MT). The report to Congress was based on a cost analysis and operational effectiveness 

analysis of these variants. The conclusions drawn were only based on the ship variants they 

developed and not on a representative sample of the feasible, non-dominated designs in the 

design space.  

This thesis revisits the Alternative Propulsion Study results for a MSC, which were 

constrained by the inability of the Navy’s design tools to adequately search the full design space. 

This thesis will also assess automated methods to improve the APS approach, and examine a 

range of power generation alternatives using realistic operational profiles and requirements to 

develop a notional medium surface combatant (CGXBMD).  It is essential to base conclusions 

on the non-dominated design space, and this new approach will use a multi-objective 

optimization to find non-dominated designs in the specified design space and use new 

visualization tools to assess the characteristics of these designs. This automated approach and 

new tools are evaluated in the context of the revisited study. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and Background 

In response to Section 130 of the Fiscal Year 2006 National Defense Authorization Act, 

The US Navy conducted an evaluation of alternative propulsion methods for surface combatants 

and amphibious warfare ships. This study examined current propulsion technology, future 

propulsion technology, propulsion alternatives for three different sizes of warships, cost, and 

operational effectiveness. The report from this study based its cost analysis on procurement 

costs, fuel costs, and the cost of speed.[1]  

With the rising cost of fuel in today’s economy and especially now that the cost of crude oil 

has risen over $100 per barrel [1], methods for considering rising energy costs in the US Navy’s 

future ship designs must be identified to reduce the cost of speed. These costs will be examined, 

considering operational effectiveness and risk as additional objective attributes.  

  The Alternative Propulsion Study examined twenty-three ship concepts as the basis for 

their study. Conclusions were drawn by varying the propulsion plants and power systems of 

small combatants, medium combatants and Amphibious Warfare ships. The Combat systems and 

other mission systems were not explicitly varied or optimized in these designs. The study used 

selected feasible designs within the design space to produce their results, instead of using a full 

population of Pareto Optimal (non-dominated) designs. Only non-dominated designs in the 

design space should be used to compare alternatives and make trade-offs, but searching a large 

design space manually for a statistically significant number of non-dominated designs may 

require thousands of point designs to be considered in an effective design of experiments or 

search.  

The objective of this thesis is to produce an automated method for developing more 

comprehensive and useful data for examining a design space and evaluating non-dominated 

designs. This thesis will also assess a number of new visualization on tools that are used to 

revisit Alternative Propulsion Study results which were constrained by the Navy’s design tools’ 

inability to adequately search the full design space. It is essential to base conclusions on the non-

dominated design space, not the entire design space or even feasible designs. For our automated 

method we will consider cost, effectiveness and risk as objective attributes. 
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Our process will use a CGXBMD case study to assess a range of power generation 

alternatives, using realistic operational profiles and requirements, to develop a Medium Surface 

Combatant designed with improved fuel economy over today’s warships. Using a multi-objective 

optimization in this process, our approach will examine machinery selection, considering the 

entire ship. The results produced in this study will be compared to those of the Alternative 

Propulsion study where appropriate. 

1.1.1 Multi-Objective Optimization 

In this thesis a Multi-objective genetic optimization (MOGO) process developed by 

Brown [2] is used to identify non-dominated ship designs within a specified design space and 

perform trade-off studies. This process examines numerous combinations of hull form 

characteristics, machinery options and combat system alternatives within a design space using 

Effectiveness, Risk, Cost and Feasibility metrics as objective attributes. A ship synthesis model 

is used to balance these designs and produce a feasible ship. This Non-Dominated Frontier 

represents the ship designs within the design space that have the highest effectiveness for a 

given risk and cost as compared to the other designs within the design space. Figure 1 

illustrates this concept with a two-objective (cost-effectiveness) problem [2]. There is no “Best 

Design” on the Non-Dominated Frontier.  The design best meeting the designer’s or 

customer’s preference for effectiveness, cost and risk is chosen for further concept 

development [4]. 

 
Figure 1 - Two Objective Attribute Space 
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1.1.2 Design of Experiments (DOE) 

 A Design of Experiments is also used to explore the design space. Model Center's DOE 

tool simplifies the purposeful and efficient changing of design variables (inputs) in a model to 

observe the corresponding changes in the response variables (outputs) over a predetermined 

number of design points. Each set of valid values constitutes a design point. The responses in the 

model are collected by this tool. The results of the DOE may be post-processed using Model 

Center’s visualization tools to identify the non-dominated frontier as in the Multi-Objective 

Optimization. Although not as efficient for identifying the non-dominated frontier, the DOE may 

produce additional information about the design space which can be useful in guiding the design. 

1.1.3 Tools Overview 

The Advanced Surface and Submarine Evaluation Tool (ASSET), provided by NSWCCD, 

is considered to be a validated and verified ship synthesis tool for use by the US Navy.  This 

software is used to examine the feasibility of a particular design and utilizes an iterative process 

of altering design characteristics to produce a balanced ship design. ASSET 5.3 may be 

interfaced through a GUI or command line. The command line method allows little flexibility in 

using the program. Obtaining ASSET output is also difficult because a large portion of the output 

data is only available through printed and graphic reports and is inaccessible to the operator in 

any other usable form. The initial release of ASSET 6.0 makes this process more difficult 

because it has no command line. This situation may be improved with automated program 

interfaces (API’s) in the summer of 2008. 

ASSET modules may be accessed and integrated with other programs using Model Center. 

Model Center is a process integration program developed by Phoenix Integration. It may also be 

used to generate and collect data and implement the Multi-objective optimization. This program 

enables model development, component linking, design space visualization, optimization and the 

ability to store results for numerous optimization runs. Having this entire process in one 

program, Model Center reduces the risk of error, and supports  efficient design development all 

in a time saving computing environment [5][4]. 

Darwin is an optimization tool also developed by Virginia Tech and Phoenix Integration 

and implemented in Model Center. It uses a genetic algorithm (GA) that is able to search non-

linear, discontinuous design spaces.  
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Model Center 7.1 offers a number of optimization visualization tools. These advanced plots 

allow the user to view and post-process design alternatives. Being able to interactively visualize 

the results of the trade and sensitivity studies performed, a broader understanding of the design 

space is achieved. This new understanding allows for quality design choices to be made. [6] 

The Fuel Calculator, developed by Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division 

(NSWCCD) Philadelphia began as an Excel-based program used to calculate annual fuel 

consumption for a given ship. During this study, it was replaced with a FORTRAN-based 

module with similar functionality to improve its reliability and speed in Model Center. The 

program takes the propulsion plant information, operational profile, and KW loading information 

for a particular design and computes a fuel consumption profile over a range of speeds and 

conditions of readiness. An overall annual fuel consumption value is calculated, used in the ship 

synthesis model and evaluated in the Overall Measure of Effectiveness and Cost metrics. This is 

an important tool utilized in the study to assess how the given power/propulsion generation plant 

operational profile affects annual fuel consumption. 

The ship synthesis model assembled in Model Center for this thesis is used to create an 

optimal set of feasible, balanced ship designs for the concept exploration segment of the ship 

design process. Model Center is used as the integration and optimization platform for this 

process. Model Center interfaces other tools with ASSET to evaluate received data and then uses 

Darwin identify the non-dominated frontier. 

A simplified ship synthesis model (SSSM) was also used to identify non-dominated 

designs for the design space. This model does not use ASSET. It uses FORTRAN script 

wrappers and programs developed by Dr. Brown to process the design variables and produce a 

balanced ship design. The model was developed to have the same computational capabilities as 

the ASSET model, but is performed with less detail and requires less computer time to produce 

balanced designs. This model is also capable of interfacing with a Multi-Objective Optimization 

or a DOE to explore the design space. 

1.2 Objectives 

The primary objectives of this thesis are to: 

- Improve and automate the APS process to identify and assess non-dominated designs in a 

thorough search of the design space. 
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- Examine a range of power generation alternatives using realistic operational profiles and 

requirements in a Medium Size Surface Combatant 

- Exercise and asses new capabilities in Model Center for multi-objective optimization, Design 

of Experiments (DOE) and data visualization and incorporate the results of this assessment 

into the ship design process. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

- Chapter 1 provides an introduction and motivation for the use of tools to improve and 

automate the APS process. The thesis objectives are also defined in Chapter 1. 

- Chapter 2 explores the processes used in the APS to develop the different surface combatant 

variants. This chapter also introduces the automated approach and its models used in this 

thesis. 

- Chapter 3 describes the models adapted to the APS Process. It also provides a brief overview 

of ASSET and a description of the modules used in the model.  

- Chapter 4 provides an in depth look at the automated ship synthesis models built, the 

interfaces present in the models and the design space search tools used in this process. 

- Chapter 5 documents the results of this study and proposes future research opportunities. 
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CHAPTER 2 - AUTOMATING THE APS PROCESS 

2.1 Alternative Propulsion Study (APS) 

As stated in Section 1.1, NAVSEA conducted an Alternative Propulsion Study in March 

2007. This study looked at current and future propulsion technologies, propulsion alternatives for 

three sizes of warships, cost and effectiveness. Ways of reducing fuel consumption and 

increasing fuel efficiency were assessed in small/medium surface combatants and amphibious 

warfare ships.  Of the twenty-three design variants investigated by NAVSEA, only seven were 

medium surface combatants. These seven ships included two nuclear powered, two fossil-fueled 

mechanical drive and three fossil-fueled Integrated Power Systems (IPS) ships. Integrated power 

and propulsions systems are considered one of the most efficient architectures for future use by 

the US Navy.  For this thesis we only consider a medium surface combatant powered by an IPS. 

Our notional warship is designed to function as a strike group’s air defense and Ballistic Missile 

Defense ship. The primary missions of this ship include carrier escort, theater missile defense 

and task group anti-air warfare.  

 
Figure 2 - Alternative Propulsion Study Process Overview [11] 
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To narrow the design space, the Navy made a few key assumptions prior to starting their 

investigations. First only two energy sources, diesel fuel marine (DFM) and nuclear power were 

considered. An assessment of other sources of energy (coal, wind and wave) was completed, but                                                               

these options were eliminated after determining that they would conflict with ship missions. 

There was a wide range of technologies available for use at different maturity levels, but many 

were not used. Only technologies available for integration into ships joining the fleet between 

2017 and 2027 were considered.  Official Defense Planning Scenarios (DPS) were used to define 

the missions of the future Navy. These were used to develop the combat systems/energy 

requirements and operating tempo (OPTEMPO) for these ships.  

As illustrated in Figure 2, the APS process included the following steps: 

- Initial Capabilities: Identified baseline ships with warfare system performance 

requirements. 

- Technology Surveys (Current): Consultation with Industry and the Office of Naval 

Research (ONR) to identify and describe current technologies related to propulsion and 

power systems. 

- Technology Surveys (Future): Consultation with Industry and ONR to identify and describe 

future technologies related to propulsion and power systems. 

- Technology Findings: Summarized findings of surveys. 

- Energy Requirements: Determined life cycle energy requirements for the ship to perform 

missions described in the DPS. 

- Propulsion Plant Architecture and Systems Engineering: Developed baseline 

architectures for each variant. Selected type, number and general location of prime movers 

and propulsion equipment in the ship. 

- Ship Synthesis Model: Balanced total ship concept for each variant incorporating the 

alternative propulsion plants and defined combat/mission systems. The study used ASSET 

5.3 as the design tool. 

- Ship Performance Assessment: Evaluated performance of each ship type/variant in all 

energy management system areas. These include energy storage, conservation, distribution, 

transmission and thrust generation. Relates each to ship speed range, and service to warfare 

mission performance areas 
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- Cost Models: Estimated ship acquisition cost and LCC for each baseline and associated 

variant. Cost also included burdened fuel costs, manning costs and maintenance costs. 

- Breakeven Cost Model: Performed breakeven cost analysis to compare nuclear and fossil 

fueled ship concepts. 

- Effectiveness Models: Developed analytical models to evaluate the vulnerability, operational 

and mobility effectiveness of the ship variants 

- Operational Effectiveness Analysis: Evaluated each ship in terms of mobility, urvivability, 

and warfare effectiveness in specified operational scenarios. 

- Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis: Developed design of experiments (DOE) to 

quantify the relationships between mission effectiveness and cost. From the results of this 

DOE NAVSEA evaluated each design on performance versus cost and performance versus 

operational effectiveness. The data produced by these analyses was not sufficient to base the 

results of this study off of. 

With the results of the technology surveys, propulsion plant architectures were selected and 

ASSET was used to balance the ship designs. Manpower information is an important input in 

ASSET ship synthesis modules. To develop the manning numbers, the basic design and 

propulsion plant information was sent to the Navy’s manning office, where the data was 

reviewed and man power number requirements were produced. Once the ships were balanced the 

ship designs were sent to the Navy’s costing office. This office calculates the various costs 

related to ship construction, life cycle costs and manning and fuel costs. The process to have 

these costs calculated can take two weeks or longer. The use of outside (unautomated) resources 

to calculate manning and cost significantly increases the time to produce a design variant and 

effectively prohibits an automated search of the design space. 

2.2 APS Energy Requirements 

 

 To develop the ship concept designs for the APS study, warfare combat system options 

and associated power loads were kept constant for all variants in each class. These loads were 

developed based on the warfare capabilities of the ships envisioned in the 30-year ship building 

plan [11]. Energy demands were developed based on Design Reference Missions (DRM’s) for 

various speeds and warfare system readiness conditions for each ship over its expected lifetime. 

The DRM’s were comprised of tactical and operational situations that look at the employment of 
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energy systems in ship energy states that were linked to mobility, survivability, and combat 

systems energy demands. The mission driven peak and lifetime energy demands were the 

primary drivers in the ship service power and propulsion system architecting for each variant. 

The Navy then developed an analytical model to determine the lifetime energy demands which 

were based on energy requirements and the expected power and propulsion plant line-ups [11]. 

    Due to the projected increase in ship service loads, which are primarily attributable to 

Theater Ballistic Missile Defense radar system requirements and margins, a significant growth in 

electrical power requirements in Medium Surface Combatants are recognized. Figure 3 shows 

the predicted growth of the energy requirements for the MSC in the APS as a result of the 

potential future radar loads. The radars used to support the TBMD mission and other energy 

requirements for a full range of combat systems options may increase the required electric power 

over recent designs by nearly an order of magnitude. 

 
Figure 3 - Predicted Growth of Maximum Margined Ship Service Loads [11] 

From the DRM’s, energy requirements were developed for each variant. This process 

specified peak static and transient power capacity along with lifetime energy requirements for 

each ship. From the peak values and the frequency of these peaks the architecting of the ship 

concept energy management system was developed. Figure 4 illustrates the process used to 
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determine the energy and powering requirements for each ship type. These requirements were 

used to calculate the power plant requirements and fuel capacities [11]. 

 
Figure 4 - Energy Requirements Study Process [11] 

Each energy system was the architected and engineered to meet the requirements of the 

study for each variant. From the probability distribution functions developed by this process a 

summary of speed-state-time profiles were developed (Figure 5). These profiles show the annual 

percentage of ship operation at given speeds and operating (readiness) conditions. 

 
Figure 5 - Notional Speed-State-Time Profile [11] 
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2.3 APS Limitations 

 

The method by which NAVSEA performed this investigation was limited by their design 

tools.  Each ship baseline and variant was developed by hand in ASSET to be balanced and 

feasible, but not necessarily non-dominated. Study conclusions should only be based on non-

dominated feasible designs, which are feasible designs for which no other feasible solutions exist 

which are better on one objective and at least as good in all others. [2]. The non-dominated 

frontier of solutions can be seen as the heavily shaded curve in Figure 1. Only designs on this 

non-dominated frontier should be selected for evaluation and considered for assessing 

technology and architecture. 

The study also fixed the combat/mission systems for the baseline ship. This baseline was 

modeled to have an approximate ship service load of 18 MW. By setting this, they were not 

varying the combat system payload to find balanced non-dominated designs using the full range 

and best combination of current or near future technologies available.  

In the study of power generation architectures, NAVSEA considered gas turbines as the 

primary power generation source along with diesel and gas turbine secondary power generation 

sources. Fuel cell information is available and could have been used in this study if technology 

risk was properly introduced as an objective attribute. This power generating component may not 

be currently available for integration onboard ship, but there is enough information available to 

consider the technology for future investment and use. 

2.4 Concept Exploration Components Adapted to APS Process 

 

 To efficiently search the design space for non-dominated designs, an automated approach 

to the APS process was developed based on the Concept Exploration process proposed by Brown 

[7]. This approach eliminates the step by step design process as was shown in Figure 2 and 

integrates and automates it using Model Center, ASSET, a fuel calculator, a Simple Ship 

Synthesis Model (SSSM) and other tools. The processes used in this automated approach for 

defining requirements and examining objective attribute responses for each design are consistent 

with those used in the APS.  This process is based on the process (Figure 6) used by Brown [7] 

to perform ship concept exploration.  
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 As shown in Figure 6, Brown’s method is similar to the APS approach, Figure 2, in 

developing reference missions, required operational capabilities, identifying applicable 

technologies and developing an effectiveness model. In addition, a technology risk model and 

broad design space are defined, the application of which is enabled by the automated search of 

design space. To specify the missions that the concept will be completing, an Initial Capabilities 

Document (ICD) is used. This document describes the required force capabilities, concept of 

operations (CONOPS), capability gaps, threat and operational environment. Mission types and 

mission scenarios are developed from the ICD. The mission scenarios developed are similar to 

the Design Reference Missions that were used in the APS. Once these scenarios are developed, 

Required Operational Capabilities (ROC’s) are defined. The ROCs are a collection of 

capabilities that the ship must possess when completed. From the ROC’s, measures of 
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performance and design variables are defined to build an overall measure of effectiveness metric 

for the designs.  Technology selection is also considered in the process. We are able rationally to 

select and compare a broader range of technologies by including a risk metric. 

 Once the ROC’s and Design Variables have been defined the ship synthesis model is 

built. This model is used to balance, check the feasibility and analyze each ship design. It is 

composed of modules used to calculate hull form characteristics, powering requirements, 

weights, cost and machinery options. Using the ship synthesis model, a design of experiments 

(DOE) may be completed. The DOE uses variable screening algorithms and explores the defined 

design space. Using the ship synthesis model, a multi-objective optimization (MOGO) may also 

be completed. This MOGO searches the design space for feasible, non-dominated designs. The 

results of the MOGO are used in the latter decision making steps of the concept exploration 

process. The ship synthesis model, DOE and MOGO are further discussed in Chapter 3.  

2.4.1 Overall Measure of Effectiveness Model 

  To obtain a practical and quantitative method for measuring effectiveness, an Overall 

Measure of Effectiveness (OMOE) function is developed for use in optimization and trade-off 

studies. There are several inputs considered in this function, which include: 1) defense policy and 

goals; 2) threat; 3) existing force structure; 4) mission need; 5) mission scenarios; 6) modeling 

and simulation of war gaming exercises; and 7) expert opinion. Ideally, all knowledge about the 

problem would be included in a master war-gaming model to predict the resulting measures of 

effectiveness for a matrix of ship performance and probabilistic scenarios. Regression analysis 

could then be applied to the results to define a mathematical relationship between the measures 

of performance and the effectiveness output from the war gaming model.  The accuracy this type 

of simulation relies heavily on the modeling of the interactions of a complex human and physical 

system and its response to a variety of qualitative and quantitative variables and conditions 

including the ship MOPs. Being that a large number of inputs and function responses are 

probabilistic a considerable number of full war gaming simulations must be made for each set of 

input variables. The capability to efficiently run these models does not yet exist [2][4]. 

An alternative to running these simulations and models is to use expert opinion to directly 

integrate the diverse inputs and asses the value of the ship MOPs in an OMOE function.  The 

Analytical Hierarchy process and the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory are two methods for 
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structuring these problems found in the literature. Brown blends these two methods for 

application in Multi-Attribute Value (MAV) Functions and has adapted this combined approach 

to the ship design OMOE problem [2]. This method uses a hierarchical structure to organize and 

control the complexity of the decisions involving many of the attributes, and then uses expert 

opinion to measure the relative value of the attributes. Pair-wise comparison is used to quantify 

this relative value. This method is capable of measuring inconsistency in value measurement and 

considers both qualitative and quantitative attributes. [2]. 

Important terminology used in describing this process for developing the OMOE function 

includes: 

- Overall Measure of Effectiveness (OMOE) - Single overall figure of merit index (0-1.0) 

describing ship effectiveness for all assigned missions or mission types. 

- Measures of Effectiveness - Figure of merit index for specific missions (escort, BMD) or 

mission performance areas (warfighting, mobility, survivability). 

- Measures of Performance (MOP) - Specific ship or system performance metric 

independent of mission (speed, range, number of missiles). 

- Value of Performance (VOP) - Figure of merit index (0-1.0) specifying the value of a  

specific MOP to a specific mission areas for the specified mission type. 

To assemble this OMOE function, MOPs are first identified from the required operational 

capabilities (ROC’s) developed from the ICD and missions. These MOPs are then organized into 

an OMOE hierarchy which assigns the MOPs to missions and into groups including warfighting, 

mobility and survivability (Figure 7). Each group is assigned its own weight (wi) and is 

incorporated into the OMOE function. At this point the analytical hierarchical process and expert 

opinion is used to conduct a pairwise comparison to calculate the weights of the MOPs based on 

their relative importance to their respective mission type (Figure 8). The sum of these weights is 

one. The results of these comparisons are normalized for each MOP to achieve the goal value at 

VOP=1 and the threshold value at VOP=0 [7]. MOP weights and value functions are finally 

assembled in a single OMOE function (Equation 2.1). 

OMOE=∑i VOPi(MOPi)wi                                                                    (2.1) 
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Figure 7 - OMOE Hierarchy 

 

 
Figure 8 - MOP Pairwise Comparison Results/MOP Weights 
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The APS Design Reference Mission and Operational Effectiveness processes are consistent 

with the OMOE approach used here. The APS also breaks out the mission, mobility and 

vulnerability (Warfighting, Mobility, and Survivability) measures of effectiveness (MOE’s) from 

the OMOE as a means of comparison. The APS introduced new mobility MOPs that had not 

been typically used in the past, Surge Speed and Surge Refuel, which were included in our 

model.   

2.4.2 Cost Model 

There are multiple types of costs calculated for a ship design including lead ship 

acquisition, follow ship acquisition and lifecycle or total ownership cost. A parametric estimating 

method adapted by Dr. Brown is used to estimate these costs in our cost study. This method uses 

statistics of “like” elements and makes a cost estimate based on performance or design 

characteristics such as complexity, weight or horsepower. Complexity factors take in to 

consideration the technology selection for the particular design, including machinery and combat 

systems technologies. 

 The lead ship acquisition cost is estimated using the sum of all the SWBS group costs, lead 

ship shipbuilding profits and government costs as shown in Figure 9. The follow-ship acquisition 

cost calculation accounts for learning and reduction in shipyard related costs from the lead ship 

construction. Government costs include government furnished materials (HM&E equipment and 

payload) and program manager’s growth. Life cycle cost (LCC) is the cost to the government for 

acquisition and operation of the ship over its useful life. Total ownership cost is a life cycle cost 

that includes additional indirect life cycle costs. In our study, total ownership cost includes 

acquisition cost, manning cost and the cost of fuel over the life of the ship.  

Annual fuel usage and manning are significant contributors to life cycle cost, and they are 

major concerns for our study. When the APS was conducted in 2006, the price per barrel of 

crude oil was $74. The fully burdened cost of the fuel, which is the cost of the fuel delivered 

onboard the ship, was $152.95 per barrel. The burdened price includes crude oil, refinement, 

transportation, facilities and operating costs. It also includes the storage and handling costs for 

getting the fuel to the ship underway. Figure 10 illustrates the breakdown used to calculate the 

fully burdened cost of the fuel in 2006. Today the cost of crude oil per barrel is over $117. This 

drives the fully burdened price much higher, causing much concern when examining cost and 
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life cycle cost of a ship. To account for this rising cost, the price of crude oil per barrel is 

included as a design parameter so that its influence can be assessed in the design. 
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Figure 8 - Fuel Burdening [11] 
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2.4.3 Technology Selection 

To ensure a state-of the art design at delivery, developing and proven technologies are used 

in the ship design process. The developing technologies are those which are expected to be 

available for shipboard integration before delivery, but may not be demonstrated at the time of 

design. These include different hull types, propeller or propulsion options, power distribution 

systems, machinery options and combat systems options. In order to rationally consider 

technologies with a wide range of maturity, a risk metric is used in our study as one of our 

objective attributes. 

A flared hull form and a wave piercing hull form are the two hull form options considered 

for this study. The flared hull form is a typical 10 deg flare design similar to previous surface 

combatants based on a DDG-51 parent hull. The wave piercing tumblehome hull form is a new 

hull form selected for the DDG-1000 design. This hull form is designed for higher speeds in 

waves and reduced radar cross-section, although seakeeping in heavy seas is a major concern. 

Standard fixed pitch propellers (FPP), podded propulsion units (PODS) and a Forward 

Propulsion Unit (FPU) are the propulsor types assessed in this study. Of these options the only 

current proven technologies are standard FPP’s. The POD and FPU options are only being 

developed for future shipboard integration. PODs contain motors coupled to propeller units 

external to the hull and only need power delivered from inside the ship to operate. There are 

various FPU concepts being considered, one FPU concept uses a forward propulsion unit similar 

to the pod that can be retracted when not in use. It would be deployed under certain operating 

conditions to drive the ship or assist the stern propulsors. Issues of vulnerability and survivability 

of PODs and FPUs are currently being assessed.  

State-of-the-art combat systems are essential to a modern surface combatant.  For each 

combat system a variety of proven and developing options are included. Much of the DDG-1000 

combat system technology was considered in this design. The high-end (more capable) options 

included SPY-3, progressively larger Volume Search Radars, dual frequency bow array sonar, 

155mm guns, 160 MK57 missile cells and up to eight Kinetic Energy Interceptor (KEI) missiles.  

Although not all ready for integration and installation onboard warships, these technologies 

were assessed in this study. For a full list of the options and their make-up see Table 4. 
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2.4.4 Risk Model 

As stated in the previous section, simultaneous consideration of proven and unproven 

technology requires a risk metric. These new technologies come with not only inherent risk of 

failure, but scheduling risks if the technologies are not ready to be installed onboard, and cost 

risk.  

An Overall Measure of Risk (OMOR) is a quantitative measure of the total risk for a 

specific design based on selected technologies. As with OMOE, OMOR is a merit index with a 

value of 0 to 1. Risk for each technology is examined in each of the following types: 

performance, cost and schedule. The risk for each technology is the product of the probability of 

occurrence (Pi) of a problem with performance, schedule or risk, and the consequence of this 

problem (Ci) (Equation 2.2).  

Risk=Ri=Pi*Ci                                                              (2.2) 

Table 1 - Event Probability Estimate 
Probability What is the Likelihood the Risk Event Will Occur? 

0.1 Remote 

0.3 Unlikely 

0.5 Likely 

0.7 Highly Likely 

0.9 Near Certain 

 

Tables 1 and 2 display estimated probabilities and consequence metrics used to evaluate the 

probability of the risk, Pi, and the estimated consequence of performance, Ci, for each selected 

technology. A risk register is used to list possible risk events depending on the technology 

selected. A pairwise comparison, again completed using Expert Choice, is then used to calculate 

the OMOR hierarchical weights (Wperf, Wcost, Wsched) for each risk event [7]. The OMOR 

function is assembled as shown in Equation 2.3. 

 

                                                                                                                                         (2.3) 

 

Table 3 lists risk events and metrics for the CGXBMD case study considered in this thesis. 
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Table 2 - Event Consequence Estimate 

2.4.5 Manning Model 

Manpower costs are a significant contributor to the total ownership cost of a ship. It is 

important to correctly calculate crew size for each design and each design may have different 

manpower requirements. Manning requirements for ships are based on watch standing 

requirements, maintenance strategies for hull, machinery, electrical, combat systems and damage 

control requirements. To build a manning model, the Integrated Simulation Manning Analysis 

Tool (ISMAT) is used. Ship systems (e.g. propulsion, combat systems, communication, etc), 

maintenance strategy and level of automation are all input values to this tool. From the described 

military mission and equipment ma intenance requirements, ISMAT breaks down the complex 

functions and tasks of the ship’s crew so that a crew size able to satisfy task requirements with 

some probability can be estimated [8]. A response surface model (RSM) for required manning 

can then be developed in Model Center as a function of ship design variables, level of 

automation, and maintenance strategy. This RSM is used for calculating required manning levels 

as a function of the design inputs. A manning reduction and automation factor (Cman) is used in 

the RSM to consider the effect of the level of automation on crew size.  A value of 0.5 would be 

the highest level of automation and fewest men, and a value of 1 would show the largest crew 

with today’s standard automation. Cman and the crew size are also considered in the cost and 

risk models because risk and cost are both affected by automation levels and manning. 

Consequence 

Level 

Given the Risk is Realized, What is the Magnitude of the Impact? 

Cost 
Performance Schedule 

0.1 Minimal or no impact Minimal or no impact 
Minimal or no 

impact 

0.3 
Acceptable with some 

reduction in margin 
Additional resources required; able to 

meet need dates 
<5% 

0.5 
Acceptable with significant 

reduction in margin 
Minor slip in key milestones; not able 

to meet need date 
5-7% 

0.7 
Acceptable; no remaining 

margin 
Major slip in key milestone or critical 

path impacted 
7-10% 

0.9 Unacceptable 
Can’t achieve key team or major 

program milestone 
>10% 
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Table 3 - CGX Risk Register 
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Manpower analyses are typically conducted late in the design process, but in our process 

they are integrated into the ship synthesis model to effectively evaluate each design based on the 

objective attributes of Cost and Risk, and to properly consider the total impact of manning on the 

designs. 

2.4.6 Design Space and Synthesis 

There were 24 design variables (Table 4) used to specify the bounds of the CGXBMD 

design space for this thesis. The optimizer or DOE tool are used to choose design variable values 

within the design space and input them into the ship synthesis model. Once entered, the model 

runs and balances the designs. When balanced, feasibility checks are performed and the design is 

accessed based on risk, cost and effectiveness. The optimizer continues this process until the 

non-dominated frontier converges. 

ASSET and a Simplified Ship Synthesis Model (SSSM) are used for ship synthesis in this 

study and are described in the next chapter. 
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Table 4 - Design Space 
DV 

# 
DV Name Description 

 

 

1 LWL Waterline Length 190-230m 

2 LtoB Length to Beam ratio 7.0-10.0 

3 LtoD Length to Depth ratio 10.75-17.8 

4 BtoT Beam to Draft ratio 2.8-3.2 

5 Cp Prismatic coefficient 0.56 – 0.64 

6 Cx Maximum section coefficient 0.75 – 0.85 

7 Crd Raised deck coefficient 0.7 – 0.8 

8 VD Deckhouse volume 10000-20000m3 

9 HULLtype Hull: Flare or DDG 1000 1: flare= 10 deg;  2: flare = DDG 1000 

10 PGM Power Generation Module Option 1) 2xLM2500+, AC synchronous, 4160 VAC 
Option 2) 2xLM2500+, AC synchronous, 13800 VAC 

Option 3) 2xLM2500+, SCH generator, 4160 VAC 

Option 4) 2xLM2500+, SCH generator, 13800 VAC 
Option 5) 3xLM2500+, AC synchronous, 4160 VAC 

Option 6) 3xLM2500+, AC synchronous, 13800 VAC 

Option 7) 3xLM2500+, SCH generator, 4160 VAC 
Option 8) 3xLM2500+, SCH generator, 13800 VAC 

Option 9) 2xMT30, AC synchronous, 4160 VAC *(DDG 1000) 

Option 10) 2xMT30, AC synchronous, 13800 VAC 
Option 11) 2xMT30, SCH generator, 4160 VAC 

Option 12) 2xMT30, SCH generator, 13800 VAC 
Option 13) 3xMT30, AC synchronous, 4160 VAC 

Option 14) 3xMT30, AC synchronous, 13800 VAC 

Option 15) 3xMT30, SCH generator, 4160 VAC 
Option 16) 3xMT30, SCH generator, 13800 VAC 

Option 17) 4xMT30, AC synchronous, 4160 VAC 

Option 18) 4xMT30, AC synchronous, 13800 VAC 
Option 19) 4xMT30, SCH generator, 4160 VAC 

Option 20) 4xMT30, SCH generator, 13800 VAC 

11 SPGM Secondary Power Generation Module Option 1) none 

Option 2) 2xLM500G, geared, w/AC sync *(DDG 1000) 
Option 3) CAT 3608 

Option 4) 2xColt-Pielstick PC2.5/18 

Option 5) 2xPEM3.0 Fuel Cells 
Option 6) 2xPEM4.0 Fuel Cells 

Option 7) 2xPEM5.0 Fuel Cells 

12 PROPtype Propulsor type Option 1) 2xFPP *(DDG 1000) 

Option 2) 2xPods 
Option 3) 1XFPP + SPU (7.5MW) 

13 DISTtype Power distribution type Option 1) AC ZEDS 

Option 2) DC ZEDS *(DDG 1000) 

14 PMM Propulsion Motor Module Option 1) AIM (Advanced Induction Motor) *(DDG 1000) 
Option 2) PMM (Permanent Magnet Motor) 

Option 3) SCH (Superconducting Homopolar Motor) 

15 Ts Provisions duration 60-75 days 

16 Ncps Collective Protection System 0 = none, 1 = partial, 2 = full 

17 Ndegaus Degaussing system 0 = none, 1 = degaussing system 

18 Cman 
Manning reduction and automation 

factor 
0.5 – 0.1 

19 AAW/BMD/STK Anti-Air Warfare alternatives Option 1) SPY-3/VSR+++ DBR, IRST, AEGIS BMD 2014 Combat 
System, CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(R) improved, MK36 SRBOC with 

NULKA 

Option 2) SPY-3/VSR++ DBR, IRST, AEGIS BMD 2014 Combat 
System, CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(R) improved, MK36 SRBOC with 

NULKA 

Option 3) SPY-3/VSR+ DBR, IRST, AEGIS BMD 2014 Combat System, 
CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(R) improved, MK36 SRBOC with NULKA 

Option 4) SPY-3/VSR (DDG-1000 3L) DBR, IRST, AEGIS BMD 2014 

Combat System, CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(R) improved, MK36 SRBOC with 
NULKA 
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DV 

# 
DV Name Description 

 

 

20 ASUW/NSFS Anti-Surface Warfare alternatives Option 1) 1x155m AGS, SPS-73, Small Arms, TISS, FLIR, GFCS, 2x7m 
RHIB, MK46 Mod1 3x CIGS 

Option 2) 1xMK45 5”/62 gun, SPS-73, Small Arms, TISS, FLIR, GFCS, 

2x7m RHIB, MK46 Mod1 3x CIGS 
Option 3) 1xMK110 57mm gun, SPS-73, Small Arms, TISS, FLIR, GFCS, 

2x7m RHIB, MK46 Mod1 3x CIGS 

21 ASW/MCM Anti-Submarine Warfare alternatives Option 1) Dual Frequency Bow Array, ISUW, NIXIE, 2xSVTT, mine-

hunting sonar 
Option 2) SQS-53C, NIXIE, SQR-19 TACTAS, ISUW, 2xSVTT, mine-

hunting sonar 

Option 3) SQS-56, NIXIE, ISUW, 2xSVTT, mine-hunting sonar 
Option 4) NIXIE, 2xSVTT, mine-hunting sonar 

22 CCC Command Control Communication 

alternatives 

Option 1) Basic CCC, TSCE 

Option 2) Enhanced CCC, TSCE  

23 LAMPS LAMPS alternatives Option 1) 2 x Embarked LAMPS w/Hangar, 2xVTUAV 
Option 2) LAMPS haven (flight deck), 2xVTUAV 

Option 3) in-flight refueling, 2xVTUAV 

24 GMLS Guided Missile Launching System 

alternatives 

Option 1) 160 cells MK57 + 8 cells KEI 

Option 2) 160 cells MK57 
Option 3) 128 cells MK 57 

Option 4) 96 cells MK 57 
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CHAPTER 3 - MODELS ADAPTED TO THE APS PROCESS 

3.1 Advanced Surface Ship Evaluation Tool (ASSET) 

3.1.1 Overview 

ASSET is a family of computational modules used to synthesize surface ship 

characteristics. This collection of modules also balances the designs. In the ASSET program 

software, characteristics and designs of mono hull surface combatants (MONOSC), mono hull 

aircraft carriers (MONOCV) and mono hull amphibious and auxiliary ships (MONOLA) can all 

be developed. The synthesis of these designs is accomplished in an iterative process to determine 

a balanced design given the set of input characteristics. 

 The ship designs or models developed in ASSET 5.3 are stored in databanks. The active 

model in ASSET is called the Current Model. ASSET ship models are defined by parameters 

included in a Model Parameter List (MPL)[9]. As parameter values are changed in the MPL, the 

ASSET modules perform computational functions pertaining to the specific module and 

calculate ship characteristics.  

ASSET 6.0 with LEAPS is the newly released version of ASSET. This new version has an 

improved Design Synthesis software environment included with it. The LEAPS environment 

provides the framework for integrating design and analysis tools for ship design. This 

environment provides the various tools needed for editing, visualizing and comparing different 

trade space results. The visualization provided also gives the user the option of viewing the 

design in 3-D. Due to the recent release of ASSET 6.0 LEAPS, APIs and software interface 

information has not yet been released so it is not used in this investigation. 

In ASSET 5.3 there are three different ways to change the MPL parameters in the current 

model. The user can change the values manually through the editor. The model editor accesses 

all design indicators, parameters and values in an easy to use interface. Another option is to use 

the various wizards contained in the program. These wizards take the user through a step by step 

process and automatically update the current model to the changes made in the wizard. Finally 

the ASSET command line can be utilized to send commands directly to ASSET to set the 

parameter values. When needing to change multiple values in the MPL at once, the user can pre-

process the values within the MPL and save them as a component. The user can then run a 

command to use that component to change all of these values in the current model with the one 
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command string. This reduces the amount of time and work required to change the current model 

to update it with the new parameters. 

ASSET has two kinds of computational modules in the program, Synthesis modules and 

Analysis modules. Figure 11 lists the Synthesis modules in ASSET and shows their 

interrelationship. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – ASSET Synthesis Modules 

 

The synthesis modules are normally run in this sequence. The majority of the modules 

receive values from previous modules, but a number of values are ultimately calculated in 
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subsequent modules. Many of these modules run the first time with temporary values which 

are updated in later modules. This process requires iteration for convergence. As these 

modules run iteratively ASSET produces incrementally consistent values until the majority 

of the MPL parameters converge to the set tolerance [9]. Once ASSET has reached a point of 

convergence, the current model indicates that a converged ship design has been produced. 

All values calculated in the synthesis modules are stored in the databank as the current 

model. 

The analysis modules in ASSET may be used to calculate additional performance 

characteristics of the balanced design produced in the synthesis modules. The following is a 

list of the analysis modules in ASSET: 

1. Performance Analysis 

2. Hydrostatic Analysis 

3. Seakeeping Analysis 

The results of these calculations are displayed only as printed and graphic reports, and 

are not saved in the ASSET databank. There is no way of accessing this information through 

the command line or model editor as may be done with parameters in the synthesis modules. 

Unfortunately, this is also true for many values generated by the synthesis modules. This 

issue will be fixed in later version of ASSET/LEAPS. 

As ASSET runs, each module retrieves data from the current model, checks that all 

required inputs have been entered. If not, ASSET will prompt the user to input the missing 

data. The required computations for the respective module are then executed. On successful 

running of the module, the requested printed and graphic reports may be generated. Once all 

of the required modules for the specified ship type have been run, the current model is 

updated and synthesis continues or the model can be evaluated by the user. [7] This method 

could simply be defined as a brute-force iterative process to produce balanced ship designs. 

ASSET is a well organized and in-depth ship design tool. The program requires 

significant user input to manage its many ship characteristic computations.  To evaluate the 

numerous designs that we are looking to complete in our investigation, many hours of 

parameter input and program interaction would be required. A method of automating this 

process to reduce the amount of user interaction time, run the synthesis and retrieve a design 

is required [10].  
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3.1.2 ASSET Synthesis Modules 

The synthesis Modules in ASSET each perform an important function to develop each 

design. The following is a description of each module: 

- Hull Geometry Module: The Hull Geometry module defines the hull form for the design. 

Principle hull dimensions (LBP, B,T,D10), boundary conditions and hull offsets are all 

calculated in this module. 

- Hull Subdivision Module: The Hull Subdivision module defines all of the internal 

subdivision. All longitudinal and transverse bulkheads are set in this module. Decks, 

Machinery rooms and other large object spaces are also set. The user either enters these 

values in manually or sets the HULL SUBDIV IND (Hull Subdivision Indicator) to calc to 

have ASSET calculate the location of each. 

- Deckhouse Module: The deckhouse module establishes the geometry of the ship’s 

deckhouse. This module calculates the volume, arrangeable area, and weight of the 

deckhouse structure. The user must input information for setting the geometry of the 

deckhouse, including the average deck height, number of levels, material type and average 

side angle.  

- Hull Structures Module: The Hull Structures module calculates the hull structural 

scantlings and the hull structural weight data for the current model ship. The user is able to 

set the material type of all girders, frames, side shell plating and decks. The frame spacing 

and bottom floor spacing are also entered for the module to calculate the plate thicknesses, 

other structural material thicknesses, bending moments and other loads needed for structural 

analysis. 

- Appendage Module: The Appendage module determines the geometric characteristics of the 

hull appendages. It also estimates the displaced volume, center of buoyancy and total 

buoyancy for each hull appendage. The four appendages treated directly by this module are 

skegs, sonar domes, rudders and roll fins. 

- Resistance Module: The Resistance module calculates the total ship resistance at three ship 

speeds. These speeds include maximum speed at the full load weight, sustained speed at full 

load weight and endurance speed at the average displacement. For the model used in this 

thesis, the Holtrup-Mennen powering prediction method was used to determine the ships 
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resistance. This method is based on a regression analysis of model and full scale tests of 

commercial cargo and tanker vessels.  

- Propulsor Module:  The Propulsor module is used to determine the type and size of the 

propellers or propulsion method selected. This module considers fixed pitch, controllable 

pitch, contra-rotating propellers, water jets and pod type propeller arrangements. The 

propulsors are sized at endurance speed with their performance characteristics also calculated 

at maximum and sustained speeds. This thesis used the Analytic Series to determine the 

hydrodynamic properties of the propeller. This series uses hydrodynamic characteristics that 

were determined using optimized regression data from the results of lifting-line calculations. 

- Machinery Module: The Machinery module specifies machinery, machinery characteristics 

and machinery arrangements for the entire ship. These arrangements include major rotating 

machinery components (e.g., engines, gears, generators and motors) that are mechanically 

connected to each other and major non-rotating machinery components (e.g. power 

converters, rectifiers and fuel cells. This module offers 14 mechanical propulsion 

arrangement options, 5 electric propulsion options, 3 electric driveline arrangement options, 

3 separate ships-service arrangement options and 6 propulsion-derived-ship service 

arrangement options. The Machinery Module wizard provides the user the capability to 

configure the propulsion and electric plant, specify a ship/machinery design method, position 

machinery arrangements in the ship and select and optionally modify the engines used in the 

design. Figure 12 shows the process the Machinery Module wizard uses to model the 

machinery plant. The machinery module outputs information regarding the arrangement, 

operation of machinery, main and secondary engine factors, reduction gear or propulsion 

motor information and power transmission information. It also calculates all of the ships 

service loads, maximum margined electric load, ship’s service engine characteristics and 

power conversion module capabilities. 

- Auxiliary Systems Module: The Auxiliary Systems module allows the user to specify the 

auxiliary systems for each design through a series of indicators. These systems include 

HVAC systems, ship service steam systems, fluid systems (e.g. fuel oil transfer), material 

handling/stowage systems and the equipment to provide the capability of underway 

replenishment. This module calculates the weights and centers of gravity for these SWBS 

group 500 weights (Auxiliary systems). 
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Figure 10 - Machinery Module Wizard 

- Weight Module:  The Weight module calculates the total ship weight and center of gravity 

(VCG) according to the Ship Work Breakdown Structure (SWBS) information collected or 

calculated. It calculates full load weights, lightship weights and weights at other defined 

conditions.  

- Space Module: The Space module calculates the required internal arrangeable deck area 

according to the Ship Space Classification System (SSCS). Deck area that must be in the 

deckhouse and the total ship area requirements are calculated here. The tankage volume 

requirements are also calculated in the space module. 
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3.1.3 Baseline Design 

The ASSET baseline design is used as a starting point for all the designs generated for 

this thesis. It is loaded as the current model at the beginning of each design assessment and 

all the inputs and modules are used to modify and update the design. 

 The baseline is used to keep commonality in characteristics that are not being specified in 

Model Center and changed in the synthesis process. It also sets design indicators to specify how 

ASSET is to balance the design and which characteristics are to be calculated vice specified. 

These indicators or parameter values are set in the baseline and not changed during the 

subsequent runs. Figure 13 shows the ASSET MPL data structure. These characteristics include 

the hull form parent, design mode indicator, endurance speed indicator and the transmission type 

indicator. In this thesis, when the hull type design variable specifies a flared hull form, the parent 

hull boundary conditions are set to DDG-51. The Design Mode Indicator is set to Fuel Weight, 

and the usable fuel weight is input as a Design Variable value.  ASSET will then calculate the 

full load weight and endurance range of the design using this fuel weight. All designs are set to 

have an endurance speed of 20 knots, and an IPS power and propulsion system. As stated in 

Section 1.1 the baseline ship we are examining for this thesis is a Medium Surface Combatant. In 

keeping with the ship types considered in the Alternative Propulsion Study we are also only 

looking at an IPS propulsion and powering system. The IPS is modeled in the baseline by setting 

the Transmission Type indicator to IPS. The baseline also specifies a Zonal Electric Distribution 

(ZEDS) system and longitudinally separated power and propulsion machinery to assist in the 

reduction of ship vulnerability.  

ASSET allows the user to specify or have ASSET calculate many of its design 

characteristics. To calculate values, the respective parameter indicators are set to “CALC.” The 

Hull Type design variable specifies either a flared hull form with DDG-51 as a parent 

(HullType=1) or a DDG-1000 hull form with added parallel midbody (HullType=2). In the 

baseline for this study ASSET calculates the hull boundary conditions which are then used to 

determine the hull offsets from the principle characteristics. The hull dimension indicator is set 

to calculate the beam and depth of the design; this requires the user to input a design draft for the 

design. For the DDG-1000 parent hull form, ASSET uses the given offsets. It requires the length 
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(LBP) value as input. The baseline also is set to calculate the margin line and all internal 

subdivision. 

The payload and adjustments table in ASSET contains a set of parameters that define the 

characteristics of the ship’s military payload, and also defines adjustments to program-calculated 

values of non-payload.  For our model, Military Payload consists of all of our combat systems 

options including command and surveillance, armament and mission related expendables. The 

baseline design P+A Table contains data for all combat system options. Non-payload items 

include hull structure, propulsion plant, electric plant and auxiliary systems. ASSET generally 

does not compute characteristics of military payload or weights, centers of gravity or required 

spaces for non-payload equipment.  These characteristics must be input by the user, and the 

Payload and Adjustments table provides a means by which the user input these values. 

The P+A Table allows the user to input characteristics for military payload or non-payload 

equipment. These characteristics include SWBS weight group information, weights, vertical 

centers of gravity, longitudinal centers of gravity, required areas and electrical power 

requirements. For our model the P+A table is arranged to include components for each combat 

system option, and all associated equipment in the table rows. Each option includes equipment of 

varying levels of technology that we are including in our design space The Combat System Input 

script deletes components for options that are not selected the from the P+A Table to properly 

model the selected options.   An example of this process is shown in Section 4.6. 

As seen in Figure 13, the baseline allows the user to input or set parameter values for a 

variety of ship characteristics. Hull form characteristics that are set in the baseline include the 

principle characteristics (beam, depth, draft, etc), boundary conditions and offsets. All internal 

subdivision can be calculated in the Hull Subdivision section when the Hull Subdivision 

Indicator (HULL SUBDIV IND) is equal to calculate (CALC). These values include all 

transverse and longitudinal bulkheads, internal deck characteristics, inner bottom characteristics 

and machinery room size settings. 
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Figure 11 - ASSET MPL Structure 
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All structural materials including scantlings and plating is calculated in the Hull Structures 

Module when the Hull Loads Indicator is set to a constant bending moment (BM Constant). This 

indicator designates that the hull loads used to determine the scantling sizes are calculated by 

ASSET. For this case study, the Structural Criteria Indicator is set to use U.S. Navy criteria and 

standards for the structural design of each section. The propulsion and electric plant are all set in 

the baseline as well. Main propulsion machinery, power generation equipment, transmission 

equipment and all associated power conversion equipment is set in these two modules. Baseline 

settings for Main Machinery and Electric Plant equipment and indicators are shown in Figure 14. 

All auxiliary systems including climate control, boilers, potable water systems, replenishment 

and special purpose system indicators are set in the Auxiliary Systems module by the user. In the 

resistance factors section, the resistances of the hull and appendages are calculated. The user sets 

the Residual Resistance Indicator to govern the method by which the resistance module 

calculates the residual resistance. For our model, the Holtrop-Mennen powering prediction 

method is used. 

3.2 NSWCCD Fuel Calculator 

As discussed in Section 1.1.4 the Fuel Calculator is an Excel Spreadsheet used to calculate 

annual fuel consumption for a given ship (Figure 15).  The program requires the user to enter 

primary and secondary engine types and numbers, propulsion motor type and number and 

propulsion information (maximum propeller RPM and Shaft Horsepower). Other inputs into the 

fuel calculator include the designs’ electric loads (maximum load and 24-hour average electric 

load), and endurance range. The program also requires effective horsepower, propulsive 

coefficients and shaft horsepower for each specified speed. The Fuel Calculator calculates fuel 

consumption at 6, 10, 15, 20 and 28 knot speeds at Conditions 2, 3 and Super Battle operating 

conditions and then calculates total annual fuel consumption. 

The Fuel Calculator contains a macro that is used to set the engine operation at the different 

speeds and conditions. This macro was developed using the concept of operations (CONOPS) for 

an MSC provided in the APS. This CONOPS describes the number of engines (primary or 

secondary) that are to be online for a given speed or operating condition. It is setup to provide 

enough propulsion and ships service power to operate and split the load between the online 

engines to satisfy the operating condition requirements. 
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Figure 12 - Main Machinery and Electric 

Plant Baseline Settings 

. 

From main and secondary engine loading conditions, component efficiencies and power 

ratios, the specific fuel consumption (SFC) for each engine and overall mechanical and electrical 

efficiencies are calculated at each condition.  At each speed and condition the fuel consumption 

for the online engines is computed. The summation of these consumption values is the total 

annual fuel consumption for the design. 
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Figure 13 - NSWCCD Fuel Calculator (portion) 
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Because fuel consumption is a significant model response for this study, it was important to 

find a method to get the Excel-based fuel calculator working with the optimizer (Section 4.9). To 

correct this problem, it was coded in FORTRAN. This eliminated the need for the Excel plug-in 

and the long run time of the installed macro in the NSWCCD Fuel Calculator. The FORTRAN 

fuel calculator has the same capabilities as the Excel fuel calculator. By eliminating the plug-in 

and using the FORTRAN model component script wrappers the SSSM model with FORTRAN 

Fuel Calculator is capable of producing a design in less than twenty seconds as compared to five 

minutes in ASSET model.  This will be the model used to produce the designs for comparison 

with the APS results. 

3.3 Simple Ship Synthesis Model (SSSM) 

 

The Simplified Ship Synthesis model is used to eliminate the convergence loop, decrease 

run time and improve reliability. It uses a parametric hull form vice 3-D hull geometry and 

parametric equations to estimate single digit SWBS weights and space requirements. This model 

does no use ASSET, or explicitly lay out any arrangements. The combination of all of these 

allows for a much faster run time of the model.  The components of this model are basically the 

same as those in the ASSET model, but use a much simpler approach. This SSSM is illustrated 

in Figure 16. The SSSM uses a simplified parametric approach for balancing and checking the 

feasibility of each design. 

The following is a description of each of the ship synthesis modules in the SSSM: 

- Input Module: Inputs all design variables and parameter values. Provides inputs to other 

modules. 

- Combat Systems: Extracts combat systems data from the combat systems table as specified 

by the selected combat systems design variables. Calculates payload SWBS weights, VCGs, 

areas and electric power requirements and assesses performance for the total combat system. 

- Propulsion Module: Extracts propulsion system data from the Propulsion System Data table 

as specified by the selected propulsion system design variables. This table is generated by 

modeling similar power plants in ASSET using a single baseline design. The module 

calculates the numerous characteristics of the propulsion and power generation systems using 

this data.  
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Figure 14 - Simplified Ship Synthesis Model 

- Hull Form Module: Inputs hull form principle characteristics and provides them to other 

modules. Algorithms are based on parent hull geosims, or simple prismatic and section 

coefficient relationships and appendage hull volumes [4]. This module calculates 

displacement, area and volume characteristics. 

- Space Available Module: Uses simple geometric equations to estimate areas and volumes 

of the submerged hull, hull above the waterline and deckhouse. Also calculates the 

minimum required depth, hull cubic number, and the height and volume requirements of the 

machinery box. 

- Electric Module: Calculates the maximum marginal electric load (KWMFLM), required 

generator power (KWGREQ), required 24 hour average electic power (KW24AVG), and the 

required auxiliary machinery room volume (VAUX). The module estimates the system’s 
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power requirements using known values or parametric equations, sums and applies margins. 

Also uses response surface models to determine manning numbers. 

- Resistance Module: Calculates the hull resistance, sustained speed and shaft horsepower 

and endurance and maximum speed. The resistance is calculated using the Holtrup-Mennen 

regression-based method. The module also calculates the effective bare hull power, 

appendage drag and air drag. 

- Weight Module: Calculates single digit SWBS weights, total weight and full load weights 

and VCG’s of all installed machinery, equipment and crew. The module uses a combination 

of known weights and parametric equations to calculate the SWBS weights. This module 

uses fuel as a slack variable meaning that the fuel weight is calculated as the difference of 

the total displacement on the design waterline and the sum of all other weights. This fuel 

weight is used to calculate Endurance range in the Tankave module which is evaluated for 

feasibility in the Feasibility module and used to calculate OMOE in the OMOE module. 

The balancing of ship weight and buoyancy is therefore obtained without iteration. The 

module also calculates the KG, KB and GM for the design. 

- Tankage Module: Calculates required tankage volumes based on fuel weight and 

parametric equations. The module uses a number of input variables including specific 

volumes for the fluids, fuel weight, ballast type, specific fuel consumption from engines, 

total power at endurance speed and electric load. All fuel tankage calculations are based on 

DDS 200-1 requirements. Outputs for the tankage module include required tankage volumes 

and endurance range. 

- Surge Module: Calculates surge speed for the design. Inputs include hull principle 

characteristics, power and propulsion system information and the range to theater. The 

module outputs the surge speed, and the effective horsepower’s at 6, 10, 15, 28 knots 

(needed in the fuel calculator).  

- Space Required Module: Calculates required and available areas for deckhouse and total 

ship using parametric equations. Required inputs include beam, hull volume, tankage 

volume, average deck height and crew size. 

- Fuel Calculator: This simplified version of the NSWCCD Fuel Calculator is coded in 

FORTRAN. The module requires power and propulsion system information, ship power 
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requirements, and effective horsepower from the Surge Module. It outputs the projected 

annual fuel consumption of the design 

The SSSM also uses the Multi-Objective Optimizer to search the design space for optimal 

designs. Having all of the components of the model coded in a FORTRAN scriptwrapper 

significantly decreases the run time of the model to converge on a non-dominated frontier. In 

the ASSET model a design would take 4-5 minutes to complete. The SSSM can complete a 

design in less than 10 seconds. By implementing this model we have also by passed the 

problems with the ASSET model and the optimization runs consistently without error. 

3.4 Other Models 

3.4.1 Surge Speed and Refuel 

When examining a new naval ship design it is important to know how fast the ship can 

reach a certain theater of operation without refueling and how many times it would need to 

refuel during that transit, operating at sustained speed. For this design a theater range of 4500 

nautical miles is used. A surge speed and surge refuel assembly was added to the model to 

calculate these values. To keep this model and the methods used in the APS similar, these 

values are also included in the mobility measure of performance calculated in the OMOE 

Module. Surge speed is the speed at which the ship can travel to reach the theater of operation 

without refueling. This is calculated by checking the endurance at increasing speeds until the 

range to theater is equal to the endurance range of the design. Surge Refuel is the number of 

times the ship must refuel to reach the theater at sustained speed.  This value is calculated by 

dividing the range to theater by the endurance range at the calculated sustained speed. Figure 17 

shows the input and output variables for these modules. All input values have green arrows 

going into the grey box, Output values are blue arrows coming out of the box and input values 

that are linked from previous modules have a gold chain link with a blue arrow coming out of 

it. 

3.4.2 Feasibility Module 

 The Feasibility module assesses areas, volumes, speeds, electric power and stability to 

ensure that the design meets minimum requirements. Total area, deckhouse area, endurance 

range, sustained speed, ship service electric load, GM/B (measure of stability) and depth at 

station 10 are all inputs to this module. These inputs are compared to the minimum or threshold 
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values specified in the input module to ensure the design meets the requirements. Each 

comparison becomes a feasibility ratio with the difference of the calculated and required values 

divided by the required value. If this value is less than zero it indicates that the parameter is 

infeasible and does not meet the requirements. To model a feasible design, each of the ratios 

must have a value greater than zero.  They are checked as constraints in the optimizer or are set 

as constraints in the Data Visualizer. Figure 18 shows the inputs and outputs for the Feasibility 

Module Wrapper. 

 
Figure 15 - Surge Inputs and Outputs 

3.4.3 Cost Module 

 The wrapped FORTRAN Cost module, developed from the Cost model discussed in 

Section 2.4.2, calculates various costs involved with ship acquisition and operation. Figure 19 

shows the wrapper input and output for this module. Lead Ship acquisition, Follow Ship 

acquisition and Life Cycle Costs (LCC) are calculated explicitly. Included in the LCC are the 

acquisition costs, lifetime manning costs and lifetime fueling costs.  For this model an assumed 

annual cost per man of $150,000 was used. In recent months the cost per barrel of crude oil has 

fluctuated enough to cause a great deal of uncertainty in the cost. To account for this the fuel cost 

per barrel was added as an input variable to allow the user to enter the current cost when running 

the model.  
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Figure 168 - Feasibility Module Inputs and Outputs 

 

               

 

 

Figure 17 - Cost Module Inputs and Outputs 
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Figure 20 shows the Cost Module wrapper script, typical of other FORTRAN module 

wrappers. 

 

Figure 18 - Cost Module Wrapper Sample 

3.4.4 OMOE Module 

The OMOE module calculates the overall effectiveness of the ship design. The module was 

developed from the OMOE model discussed in Section 2.4.1. It inputs various performance 

parameters and using pairwise comparison calculates values of performance (VOPs) for each 
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MOP, MOE and then the OMOE.   The module then outputs the Overall Measure of 

Effectiveness, and the measures of effectiveness for the mobility, warfighting and survivability. 

The OMOE and MOE values are again figure of merit indexes with values with a threshold value 

of 0 and a goal value of 1. Figure 21 lists the inputs and outputs for the OMOE wrapper and 

module. 

 

Figure 19 - OMOE Module Inputs and Outputs 

3.4.5 Risk Module 

The Risk module considers the cost, schedule and performance risks as discussed in 

Section 2.4.4. The module inputs a hull form, combat system and the selected machinery 

technology options and calculates an OMOR merit index from 0 to 1 to rank the risk of the 

design.  Figure 22 lists the inputs and outputs for the OMOR wrapper and module.  
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Figure 20 - OMOR Module Inputs and Output 
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CHAPTER 4 - MODEL INTERFACE AND INTEGRATION 

4.1 Model Center 

Model Center (MC) is a process integration environment. By linking several processes in 

one global model, Model Center runs the processes in the correct order to define and evaluate 

designs and identify feasible ones. MC has the capability to evaluate these designs with different 

trade study applications and optimize designs with either gradient, genetic algorithms or a design 

explorer tool. 

The processes that are entered into the model are typically either script components, 

wrappers or plug-in wrappers. For our initial ship design optimization, the model consists of 

mostly script components, and an Excel plug-in. These script components can be considered the 

black boxes in the model that take input values, run commands and processes specified in the 

script and produce an output. 

 There are four different types of components supported by Model Center categorized by 

their function and purpose. These types include Analysis, Assembly, Geometry and Driver 

components [6]. The initial ship design optimization model created for this thesis utilizes 

analysis, assembly and driver components. These components are created using the script 

component editor. The script component has two segments where script is required. The first is 

for defining the input and output variables needed in the component, and the other is for entering 

the script defining how the component is to run and complete the calculations required, using 

VBScript as the scripting language. The user has the capability of defining certain properties of 

the input or output variables including the type (Integer, String, Array, etc), component 

description, lower and upper bounds, etc. [10]. 

With the components entered into the model, they must be linked to allow for them to 

communicate between one another and share information. The linking of components is 

completed using the link editor. The output variables of one component are linked to input 

variables of other components that run later in the model. The link editor allows the user to link 

variable by variable within the model. Links can be created, broken or suspended between 

variables within the link editor. With the components now linked, the model is ready to run. 

To ensure the model runs in the correct order and all variables are valid, Model Center 

utilizes a scheduler to advise the program which components to run and when. When an input 
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value is changed, the scheduler marks all other values downstream as invalid and in need of 

running. The scheduler will then determine what order and when to run that specific component 

to validate the value. There are four different types of scheduler utilized in Model Center. They 

are a forward scheduler, backward scheduler, mixed mode scheduler and a script scheduler. 

There are no clear advantages between schedulers; selection depends on model setup and 

requirements.  In our model we use the mixed scheduler because of how fast the model runs. 

This combines features of both the forward and backward schedulers, the components are run as 

soon as one of their inputs changes [6]. 

Nested in the script components of the ASSET assembly component are command lines 

scripted with instructions for communicating with ASSET.  These instructions inform ASSET of 

new parameter values and run ASSET to produce new ship designs. These commands are 

wrapped within Model Center, so no direct user interaction with ASSET is needed. Model Center 

automates the entire process. Section 4.2 discusses script commands used to interface between 

ASSET and Model Center.  

The initial Model Center model in Figure 23 and Figure 24 shows the initial ship synthesis 

model for our investigation. This model was created using assembly components, script 

components and driver components. The components labeled “INPUT” and “ASSET” are 

assembly components. Figure 24 shows the group of script components in the “ASSET” 

assembly. The ASSET synthesis modules in this assembly are all called separately to allow for 

future substitution and insertion of different modules as needed. This allows user flexibility 

instead of just running synthesis in ASSET. The Feasibility, OMOE, OMOR and Cost 

components displayed are all FORTRAN codes wrapped with an Analysis Server scriptwrapper. 

The Fuel Calculator is a Plug-In wrapper externally accessing the associated Excel Spreadsheet. 

The driver components illustrated are the DARWIN multi-objective genetic optimizer and the 

Converger. The lines connecting the different components are the links created in the link editor. 

These links show which components have related values, and show the flow of information in 

the model. 

Darwin, the multi-objective optimizer, is what drives the model. Darwin selects design 

variable values from the design space and evaluates each design according to the objective and 

design constraint values returned by the synthesis model. The optimizer produces the non-

dominated (Pareto) frontier, a list of best designs and a data explorer listing all designs run. The 
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results of the optimizer and best designs can then be explored using the visualization package in 

Model Center. This package allows the user to compare and contrast different model parameters 

and results throughout the run in a visual graphic interface.   

 
Figure 21 - Ship Synthesis model in Model Center 

Phoenix Integration also has a data visualization software package that allows for the post 

processing of the designs. This package adds many capabilities to Model Center. The Data 

visualizer is a suite of advanced plots to help analysis of the design alternatives developed. It 

allows the user to interactively visualize the results of the trade studies, understand the design 

space, and identify good designs all while providing an intuitive man-in-the-loop engineering 

design decision support. [6] 

The Data Visualizer can display the Model Center trade studies and dynamically update 

plots as new designs are computed in the model. The data visualizer adds the capability of 

viewing seven different types of plots which are capable of examining higher dimensional space. 

The user is also able to interactively visualize the objective attribute values and design 

constraints. A detailed report is given on individual designs points according to the preferences 
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defined. Side by side comparisons of design data can be produced for study, and the user guided 

search capability integrated with plots provided in the visualizer allows users to guide the 

direction of the automated search for new design alternatives. There are still major decisions to 

be made from the results of the visualizers’ plots and graphics, but the method of producing the 

plots needed while running the optimization simplifies the process. 

 

Figure 22 - ASSET Assembly 

4.2 ASSET / Model Center Interface 

ASSET is intended to run on its own without any outside files or sources of information to 

produce a balanced ship design. ASSET is not designed to be interfaced with another program as 

we are doing for this project. Therefore we have to access ASSET through its command line and 

find other ways to interact with ASSET to make it think that the user is in fact entering the 

values and commands. 

To decrease the number of script commands and accessed files, ASSET is left open 

(running behind Model Center) as it would be for standalone operation. First, the appropriate 
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databank and baseline ship within the databank is selected. At this point, ASSET is minimized to 

allow Model Center to run the model. ASSET runs when “assetwui.exe” is executed. In order to 

externally invoke ASSET this file has to be run. This is accomplished by establishing a 

connection in a Model Center script component as shown below. [10] 

            Dim assetExecutive 

            Set assetExecutive = CreateObject("Asset.Executive") 

Now that we are connected to ASSET, the asset command object serves as the automated 

interface used to send commands directly to ASSET. [9] Because the modules executed in 

ASSET vary with ship type, we now need to gain access to the correct commands for the ship 

type we are using. The following script gains access to the command line for the loaded ship 

type. 

 Dim assetShipType 

           Set assetShipType = assetExecutive.GetShipType 

           Dim assetCommands 

           Set assetCommands = assetShipType.GetCommands 

With the connection made to the ASSET command line, we are able to run any commands 

as if we were actually running ASSET. With the assetCommands object set, we can use the 

SendCommand method to alter any parameter or value setting to support the design. The most 

common commands used in this model are “SET”, “RUN”, “SHOW,” and “USE.” Through the 

use of these commands the user identifies the component, parameter or value they want to set or 

run. Below are a few brief examples of command strings used in the model. 

 PB="SET, MAIN ENG MODEL IND, RR MT30" 

            assetCommands.SendCommand PB      

            SCC="SET, ELECT PG ARR NO ARRAY" 

           assetCommands.SendCommand SCC 

           SCCC="C(1,1)0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,Q" 

           assetCommands.SendCommand SCCC 

With all of the set component commands sent to ASSET, the program is ready to run 

through its specified modules to produce an output. ASSET can do this by sending the command 

to run synthesis, or sending the command to run one module at a time. When the run synthesis 
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option is chosen, ASSET will iteratively run through all of its modules and change parameter 

values to reach a convergence point through the following command line. 

assetCommands.SendCommand “RUN, SYNTHESIS” 

For future flexibility, the method used in the model for this thesis is to run the modules one 

at a time. This allows for a controlled running of synthesis. Again it is important that the 

modules are run in the order discussed in Section 3.1 to ensure all values are updated as needed 

in the subsequent modules. The command to run the respective module should be used in this 

case instead of running synthesis as shown above. 

Once the modules have been run, certain values need to be pulled out of ASSET and 

entered as an output in the respective Model Center script component. Utilizing the Asset MPL 

object and Get Parameter method allows the user access to retrieve these needed values from the 

MPL. Use of the following lines of script will retrieve the output values needed by Model 

Center. 

    FullLoadDraftIndex=assetMPL.GetParameterIndex("FULL LOAD DRAFT") 

    set assetParameter=assetMPL.GetParameter(FullLoadDraftIndex) 

   Dfl=assetParameter.value 

An error check has been incorporated in each module’s script component to signal a 

potential fatal error in an ASSET Module. This script checks the output of the respective module 

at the end of each run and produces a True or False record in the Model Center output. These 

checks are listed as design constraints, forcing any modules with fatal errors to be assessed as 

non-feasible designs in Darwin. The error check uses the “assetShipType”object and the 

“getError” method as shown below to perform this function. 

          iError = assetShipType.getError     

         if (iError =0) then        

              HULLGEOMDONE = true  

         end if 
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4.3 Other Interfaces 

4.3.1 Fuel Calculator/Model Center Interface 

NSWCCD’s Fuel calculator is interfaced with Model Center through an Excel Plug-In. This 

plug-in was developed by Phoenix Integration and allows Model Center to access an Excel 

spreadsheet while it is running. After launching the plug-in in Model Center, the user then 

specifies a workbook. Once connected to the workbook, the user then specifies variables 

mapping Model Center variables to Excel ranges [6]. The user has the same capabilities as a 

script component for naming variables, setting variable types and the upper and lower bounds. 

These variables are linked to cells in the workbook as either inputs or outputs as if the user was 

running the spreadsheet.  

The Excel plug-in not only runs the workbook, but offers options to manage the workbook. 

These options allow the user to customize the plug-in to save the workbook after each run, 

control running of macros and control calculations performed by the workbook[6].  

4.3.2 Fortran Module/Model Center Interface 

FORTRAN is a general purpose, procedural scripting language especially suited for 

numeric computations and scientific computing. This model uses coded FORTRAN modules 

developed by Brown to examine and calculate the feasibility, cost, risk and effectiveness of each 

design. To interface with Model Center, each modules’ code is wrapped as a scriptwrapper. The 

wrapper is an interface that translates between the FORTRAN code environment and desired 

functionality to a usable format in Model Center [6]. When integrated into the Model Center 

environment, all of the specified inputs and outputs are made available for use in Model Center.  

4.4 Model Integration 

The integrated model has five major components, each with its own special function. The 

following is a description of each, and their relationship to the model. 

4.4.1 Input Assembly 

The input assembly is the first component in the model. This component is used as a central 

location to collect all input values for the model. It keeps the model organized and allows the 

user to have all inputs in one location. In the Input assembly are general inputs, ASSET HM+E 
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inputs, and ASSET Combat Systems inputs. The inputs listed in the Assembly’s component tree 

are linked to other modules in the model (Figure 25).  

 

 

Figure 23 - ASSET Model Input Assembly 

The general inputs include design variables and discrete values used in subsequent models 

that are not directly related to ASSET.  As shown in Figure 26 these inputs include the 

machinery architecture design variables, threshold values for later feasibility checks and cost 

parameters required in the cost module.  The majority of these inputs are used in the objective 

attribute and feasibility modules. Appendix A has a list of variable definitions. 

Figure 27 shows the ASSET HM+E inputs. The ASSET HM+E inputs are input values 

required by the respective modules in the synthesis program, except payloads and adjustments. 

The inputs include all hull form characteristics, indicator settings, and machinery plant system 

architecture options. Each input is individually loaded into the current model in ASSET through 
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the command line. A sample of the script used to load the current model is illustrated in Figure 

28. 

 
Figure 26 - Input Assembly Inputs 
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Figure 24 - ASSET HM+E Inputs 
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Figure 25 - ASSET input script 

 
Figure 26 - Combat Systems Input 
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Figure 29 shows the Combat Systems inputs. These inputs set the combat systems option in 

the Payload and Adjustment table. A description of how this is implemented in ASSET is found 

in Section 4.6.  

4.4.2 ASSET Assembly 

The ASSET assembly (Figure 30) contains the group of ASSET module script components. 

These are the individual modules listed in Section 3.1.2 and shown in Figure 31.  Each 

component  contains the script required to run the respective ASSET module. No inputs are 

required for these modules because they have all been loaded to the current model in the Input 

Assembly. When the module has successfully run, the script retrieves the essential outputs from 

the module, Figure 32. Model Center’s scheduler ensures that all of the modules are run in the 

correct order.  

At the end of the ASSET assembly is the pre-convergence check component. This 

component collects certain output variables and stores them, runs ASSET again (using the 

converger) and checks the new value of the variable against the stored value. Each parameter’s 

tolerance is checked using Equation 4.1. If the tolerance is greater than 1% all ASSET Modules 

are run again and the tolerances are checked again. This process continues through each of the 

seventy checked parameter values. Running the modules one at a time is similar to, but not as 

robust as running the ASSET Synthesis command. Scripting these commands in Model Center 

allows the user the flexibility to change modules as needed. It is important to check a subset of 

MPL values as done in this model to ensure that all of the equations within the program have 

converged to a steady value [9]. When all of the characteristic values are within tolerance the 

converger moves on. 

(New Value – Old Value)/ Old value <0.01                               (4.1) 

The figures below (Figures 33-34) display the checked variables in the ASSET modules 

and a sample of the script used to check the convergence of these select variables. 
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Figure 27 - ASSET Assembly 

 
Figure 28 - ASSET Synthesis Module Script Components 
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Figure (32) shows the outputs for several of the ASSET Modules.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 32- ASSET Module Outputs 
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Figure 29 - Pre Convergence Check 

Variables 

 

 

Figure 30 - Convergence script 
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4.4.3 Converger 

The converger component is used to iteratively run the ASSET modules in conjunction 

with the pre-converger to ensure the design has converged in ASSET. To track the convergence 

of the variables, an iteration count is used and linked in each of the ASSET assembly’s modules. 

See Figure 35 for converger setup. Whenever a tolerance value in the Pre-Converger check is 

greater than 1% a different iteration count value is output (Iteration+1). The converger then 

checks the input iteration count in ASSET’s Hull Geometry module (Guessed Variable) against 

the Pre-Converger check output (Calculated Variable) iteration count for convergence. If the two 

values are equal, the current model is said to be balanced in ASSET and each checked variable is 

within the 1 % tolerance of change between successive runs. If the two iteration count values in 

the Converger are not equal all of the ASSET Modules are run again. This process continues 

until the Pre-Converger check completes the calculation of all values and each has not changed 

more then 1%. The iteration count values are then set equal to one another, and the model moves 

on.  

 

 
Figure 31 - Converger Component 

4.4.4 Fuel Calculator  

Following convergence, the scheduler moves to the Fuel Calculator. As discussed in 

Section 3.2 there are several required inputs that are not directly output from the initial ASSET 

model. The effective horsepower, propulsive coefficient, shaft horsepower and propeller RPMs 

for speeds of 6,10,15 and 28 knots are needed. The information is already calculated in ASSET 

for the 20 knot endurance speed.  In the Fuel Calculator Input assembly (Figure 36) are two 

script components. Each script component sets the endurance speed (to 6 or 10 knots) and 

sustained speed (to 15 or 28 knots), and runs the ASSET Propulsor and Resistance Modules. The 

horsepower’s, propulsive coefficients and propeller RPM’s are then retrieved from ASSET.  
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These values are input into the Fuel Calculator, along with those discussed in Section 3.2 and the 

fuel calculator is run. The annual fuel consumption is output from the Fuel Calculator. 

 

Figure 32 - Fuel Calculator Components 

4.5 Power and Propulsion Alternatives Implementation 

4.5.1 CGXBMD Case Study Power and Propulsion Technology 

The power for CGXBMD is provided by an Integrated Power System (IPS) with Zonal 

Electrical Distribution (ZEDS).  System flexibility and Fight-Through Power with future growth 

requires IPS.  IPS standard modules include: 

 Power Generation Module (PGM) 

 Propulsion Motor Module (PMM) 

 Power Distribution Module (PDM) 
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 Power Conversion Module (PCM) 

 Power Control (PCON) 

 Energy Storage Module (ESM) 
 

CGX speed and power requires high power density alternatives.  For each IPS module, 

several advanced technologies are considered.  The power requirement can be satisfied with 2-4 

Power Generation Modules (PGMs) of 25-40 MW, and 2-3 Secondary PGMs (SPGMs) of 5-10 

MW. The power generation modules are Navy-qualified gas turbines coupled to AC synchronous 

or superconducting homopolar (SCH) generators.  The propulsion motor modules to be 

considered include the advanced induction motors (AIM), Superconducting Homopolar (SCH) 

motors, and permanent magnet motors (PMM).  AC and DC ZEDS are both considered.  IPS 

with ZEDS provides arrangement and operational flexibility, future power growth, improved fuel 

efficiency, and survivability with moderate weight and volume penalties.  The ship must be 

designed for continuous operation using distillate fuel in accordance with DFM (NATO Code F-

76). 

CGX must have a minimum sustained speed of 28 knots in the full load condition, calm 

water, and clean hull using no more than 80% of the installed engine rating (MCR) of main 

propulsion engines or motors.  The goal sustained speed is 35 knots to allow transit with a CBG.  

The ship shall have a minimum range of 5000 nautical miles using a speed/time profile.  The 

ship’s power range may be 80000-120000 SHP with ship service power greater than 18000 kw 

(MFLM). 

The Power Conversion Modules and Power Distribution Modules considered are standard 

modules. PCM-4’s are used to convert 4160 VAC to 1000 VDC, and they feed both port and 

starboard electric busses. PCM-1’s are used to convert the 1000 VDC from the PCM-4’s to 375-

800 VDC and isolate port and starboard busses from in-zone faults. The PCM-2’s are used to 

provide high quality AC power to ship service loads. These PCM’s convert 800 VDC to 450 

VAC. PCM-2’s are dual fed from both the port and starboard PCM-1’s. 

The power and propulsion system is specified by five design variables: Power Generation 

Module (PGM), Secondary PGM (SPGM), propulsor type (PROPtype), power distribution type 

(DISTtype), and propulsion motor module (PMM) type. Table 4 lists power and propulsion 

options, which total 1536 combinations.   
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4.5.2 Model Center Interface 

To properly model the machinery alternative selected in ASSET, a series of script 

commands are required in the ASSET Input module script. Each Power Generation Module 

(PGM) option is modeled with a set engine model and number of engines in script, each 

corresponding to the design option in the design space.  To set the number of engines online at 

endurance speed and sustained speed the Propulsion Generator Operation Array (PRPLN GEN 

OP ARRAY) is set. For this section of the model there is one PGM online at endurance speed 

and every PGM installed online at sustained speed, this lineup changes in the Fuel Calculator 

where the Concept of Operations was used to derive an operation array.  To properly model the 

IPS system, the PGM model information is also input into the Power Generation Module Table 

(POWER GEN MODULE TBL). This information in the table specifies the characteristics of a 

particular propulsion engine-generator set, and supporting systems. 

As was done in the PGM script, the Secondary Power Generation Module (SPGM) script 

also sends the SPGM model type and number of engines to ASSET.  The SPGM engine model is 

again entered into the Power Generation Module Table. A series of if/then statements is then 

used to enter SPGM option characteristics dependant on the number of PGM engines for the 

designs (e.g. 2, 3, 4). Because ASSET does not yet have the capability to model an IPS system 

for ship service power, we must model it as propulsion derived ship service system (PD SS). The 

number of PD SS generation units varies with the number of engines installed onboard to ensure 

the system is capable of handling full range of generated propulsion and ships service power.  In 

each if/then statement the number of PD SS generation units and the number online for 

endurance and sustained speeds are set (Figure 37). The PD SS system arrangement is also set in 

each if/then statement. A sample of the SPGM script is shown in Figure 38. 

In the script for each machinery alternative, both PGM and SPGM, the locations of 

machinery are set. The locations correspond to the location of the defined machinery rooms. This 

information is entered into ASSET’s current model through the corresponding arrangement 

array. This option allows us to choose the machinery arrangement in the ship to reduce 

vulnerability from damage. This is not currently a design variable, but could be structured that 

way. 
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Figure 33 - PGM Option Script 

 
Figure 34 - SPGM Option Script 
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4.6 Combat System Alternative Implementation 

4.6.1 CGXBMD Case Study - Combat Systems Technology 

Combat System technology options are grouped as Anti-Air Warfare (AAW) / Ballistic 

Missile Defense (BMD) / Strike (STW), Anti-Surface Warfare (ASUW) / Naval Surface Fire 

Support (NSFS), Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) / Mine Countermeasures (MCM), Command, 

Control and Communications (CCC), Guided Missile Launching Support (GMLS), and Light 

Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) as listed in Table 4.  

AAW - AN/SPY-3 is a multi-function radar (MFR) that provides X-band capability 

allowing ships to operate and target enemies in a high clutter environment.  AN/SPY-3 meets all 

horizon search and fire control requirements for the twenty-first century fleet, and supports all 

BMD missions.  It detects the most advanced low observable Anti-Ship Cruise Missile (ASCM) 

threats, and provides fire-control illumination requirements for the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile 

(ESSM).  AN/SPY-3 supports new ship design requirements for reduced cross-section, limiting 

different ship signatures to avoid detection.  It has a long range 2-D search and limited volume 

search.  

Dual Band Radar (DBR) consists of AN/SPY 3 and the Volume Search Radar (VSR).  VSR 

is an S-Band frequency, 3-D tracking, and long range volume search radar.  It can be used for 

enhanced BMD.  DBR is a horizon and volume search radar, which can detect stealthy targets in 

sea-land clutter.  It also includes periscope detection, allowing the ship to have anti-submarine 

warfare capabilities.  The DBR combines the functionality of the X-Band AN/SPY-3 MFR with 

an S-Band VSR.  It provides near-zero maintenance with no dedicated operator or display 

console, and supports stealth operations with low radar cross section (RCS) and infrared (IR) 

signature.  BMD capabilities in DBR include the ability to do combat control, including air 

control, missile tracking, periscope detection, and target illumination, as well as functional 

details such as environmental mapping and uplink/downlink.  DBR meets next-generation naval 

radar challenges by performing multiple functions automatically and simultaneously, including 

detecting and tracking advanced high and low altitude anti-ship cruise missiles.  

ASUW - The 155 mm Advanced Gun Systems (AGS) is a high-volume gun, which sustain 

fires in support of amphibious operations and the joint land battle.  AGS fires up to 12 rounds per 

minute from an automated magazine, storing up to as many as 750 rounds.  The round is 6.1 

inches in diameter, and includes the development of the 155 mm version of the Extended-Range 
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Guided Munitions (ERGM).  AGS is a conventional, single barrel, low-signature gun system 

with fast-reaction, fully stabilized train and elevation capabilities.  The AGS is planned for DDG 

1000. The MK 45 5”/62 gun and gun mount has a range of over 60 nautical miles with the 

ERGM rounds.  The gun mount is a basic MK 45 gun mount with a 62-caliber barrel, 

strengthened trunnion supports and a lengthened recoil stroke.  It also has an ERGM 

initialization interface, round identification capability and an enhanced control system.  The 

1xMK110 57 mm gun is capable of firing 2.4 kilogram shells at a rate of 220 rounds per minute.  

Its range is of nine miles.  The MK110 57 mm gun is a multi-purpose, medium caliber gun. 

ASW - The Dual Frequency Bow Array is part of the Integrated Underwater Surface 

Warfare made by Raytheon. IUSW is the Integrated Undersea Warfare.  IUSW incorporates two 

types of sonar arrays in one automated system.  The high frequency sonar provides in-stride mine 

avoidance capabilities, while the medium frequency sonar optimizes anti-submarine and torpedo 

defense operations.  The suite integrates all acoustic undersea warfare systems and subsystems, 

including the dual frequency bow array, towed array, towed torpedo countermeasures, 

expendable bathythermograph, data sensor, acoustic decoy launcher, underwater 

communications, and associated software. 

SQS-53C is a bow-mounted sonar with both active and passive operating capabilities 

providing precise information for ASW weapons control and guidance.  It is a computer-

controlled surface-ship sonar, and performs direct path ASW search, detection, localization and 

tracking from hull mounted transducer array.  It has higher power and improved signal 

processing equipment with direct linkage to the computer ensuring swift, accurate processing of 

target information.  Functions of the system are the detection, tracking and classification of 

underwater targets.  It can also be used for underwater communications, countermeasures against 

acoustic underwater weapons and certain oceanographic recording uses.   

SQS-56 is a hull-mounted sonar with digital implementation, system control by a built-in 

mini computer and an advanced display system.  It is extremely flexible and easy to operate.  It 

also uses active/passive operating capability, as well as preformed beam, digital sonar providing 

panoramic echo ranging and panoramic passive surveillance.  A single operator can search, track, 

classify and designate multiple targets from the active system while simultaneously maintaining 

anti-torpedo surveillance on the passive display. 
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GMLS – The MK57 VLS is a component of all four combat systems options. The MK57 

Vertical Launching System (VLS) has a 4-cell module height of 26 feet, capable of handling a 

range of weapons. 

The Kinetic Energy Interceptor has been designed to intercept and destroy enemy ballistic 

missiles during their boost, ascent and early midcourse phases of flight. It requires its own 

launching system. It is also the first ballistic missile defense weapon system to be developed 

without the constraints of the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.  The KEI missile will provide the 

nation with the capability of defeating future sophisticated threats before their payloads are 

released. 

LAMPS - The Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) includes the SH-60 

Seahawk, or LAMPS MK III.  It can do a wide range of missions, including ASW, ASUW, 

SPECOPS, cargo lift, and search and rescue.  It can deploy sonobuoys, torpedoes (MK46 or 

MK50) and AGM-119 penguin missiles, and house two 7.62 mm machine guns.  The Seahawk 

can extend the ship’s radar capabilities and has a retractable in-flight fueling probe, designed to 

refuel aircraft in need of fuel.  

 
Figure 39 - ASSET Payload and Adjustments Table 
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4.6.2 Model Center Interface 

The Combat Systems Input script component loads all of the combat systems option data 

into ASSET as part of the Baseline ship. This again is completed using ASSET’s command line. 

Each component is modeled with their respective weight, area and electric power requirements. 

This is accomplished by pre-loading data for every option component in the design space into the 

Baseline Payload and Adjustments (P+A) table (Figure 39). Components that are not in the 

options selected for the current design are then deleted from the Baseline P+A table. An example 

of this can be seen in Figure 40: if Option 1 is selected, the components associated with Options 

2-4 are removed. 

DV # DV Name Description Design Space 

18 
 

AAW 
 

Anti-Air Warfare Options 
 

Option 1) SPY-3/VSR +++DBR, AEGIS BMD BLK 2014 Combat 
System, CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(v)3 Improved, MK36 SRBOC w/NULKA 

Option 2) SPY-3/VSR ++DBR, AEGIS BMD BLK 2014 Combat System, 
CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(v)3 Improved, MK36 SRBOC w/NULKA 

Option 3) SPY-3/VSR +DBR, AEGIS BMD BLK 2014 Combat System, 
CIFF-SD, SLQ/32(v)3 Improved, MK36 SRBOC w/NULKA 

Option 4) SPY-3 /VSR (DDG 1000 3L)DBR, AEGIS BMD BLK 2014  
Combat System, CIFF-SD, SLQ/32 (v)3 Improved, MK36 SRBOC 
w/NULKA 

Figure 35 - Combat System Option Equipment Example 

 
Figure 36 - Combat Systems Input Script Sample 
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Unfortunately, the only way of removing unused combat system components is to delete 

them out of the Payload and Adjustments table cell by cell and line by line. With the set up of the 

P+A table consisting of numerous cells across each line, each cell within the line must be 

deleted. This process takes a relatively long time when completing a design run. At the end of 

the design run when the optimizer has started a new design, the Baseline P+A table is reloaded in 

ASSET and the new set of options is defined using the same deletion process. Sample lines of 

script to complete this process are shown in Figure 41. 

4.7 Design of Experiments (DOE) 

Model Center’s Design of Experiments (DOE) tool is used as a data collector for gathering 

data, post-processing and visualization. It performs the efficient changing of design variable 

values (inputs) in a model to observe the corresponding changes in outputs (responses). A set of 

valid values for each input variable constitutes a design point. The DOE tool does not directly 

sort out feasible and non-dominated designs. It does efficiently represent the design space with a 

discrete number of designs, but feasible and non-dominated designs are only randomly 

identified. The problem with using this tool for finding non-dominated designs is that it still 

requires millions of designs to find a set of feasible and non-dominated designs. To keep the 

search time under control we reduced the number of design variables, which reduces the 

usefulness and precision of the results [6]. Tools are provided to graphically set up and conduct 

this experiment; Figure 42 shows the DOE tool’s graphical user interface. 

To perform a DOE, a set of input and response variables are selected. The input variables 

are assigned an upper and lower boundary value to define the design space. An experiment 

selects a pre-defined set of design points using a DOE algorithm. There are several DOE 

algorithms provided by this tool. Some of these algorithms are selected to test the robustness of a 

design, others to quantify design variable’s effect on each other, and the other algorithms are 

selected to screen a large number of design variables to isolate the most important ones. 

The following DOE Algorithms are available in the Model Center DOE tool: 

- Box-Behnken 

- Central Composite 

- Eighth Fractional Factorial 

- Face Centered Central Composite 

- Foldover 

-    Full Factorial 
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- Half Fractional Factorial 

- Latin-Hypercube 

- Parameter Scan 

- Plackett-Burman 

- Sixteenth Fractional Factorial 

 
Figure 37 - DOE Tool GUI 

The algorithms used to screen the experiment design variables are the half fractional 

factorial, eighth fractional factorial, sixteenth fractional factorial, foldover and Plackett-

Burmann. These algorithms are used to pre-process the design space to identity which design 

variables are the most active [4]. For designs with numerous variables, these algorithms are 

ideal.  
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The parameter scan and full factorial algorithms sample the bounds of the design space. The 

parameter scan only allows the upper and lower bounds of each variable to be tested, severely 

limiting exploration of the design space. The full factorial algorithm also explores the extreme 

bounds of the design space with a few internal points. Unlike the parameter scan, the full 

factorial algorithm allows for more then two layers (levels) of each variable to be tested. As the 

number of layers increase, so do the number of design runs required to complete the experiment.  

To efficiently search our design space the Latin-Hypercube design algorithm was used. 

This algorithm takes a random sampling of the design space. The Latin-Hypercube algorithm is 

similar to the full factorial algorithm except that the internal space is divided into segments to 

achieve a more thorough investigation of the design.  The full factorial algorithm just searches 

the extreme bounds of the design space and few internal points. The Latin-Hypercube allows the 

user to specify how many designs to sample in the design space. The number of runs selected 

determines how the design space is divided and how many random combinations of variables 

and divisions are chosen [4].  

4.8 Multi-Objective Optimization 

 

Model Center’s Darwin Genetic Optimizer is used to perform the Multi-Objective 

Optimization (MOGO). As discussed in Section 1.1.1 this MOGO is used to search design space 

and identify non-dominated design concepts based on the objectives. These objectives, discussed 

in Sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, include effectiveness, cost and risk. For our optimization both 

Cost and Risk objectives are minimized and Overall Effectiveness is maximized.  

Figure 43 shows the Darwin user interface window. In this window, all objectives, design 

constraints and design variables are set. The objectives are set to either maximize or minimize 

their values during the optimization. For our model we want to maximize our Overall 

Effectiveness. The design constraints used are all of the feasibility ratios discussed in Section 

3.3. A lower bound of 0.01 is applied so no designs with a negative feasibility ratio are 

considered in the optimization. The design variables are set to define the design space. Each 

variable is dragged and dropped into this GUI and then applied an upper and lower bound to 

define the design space for the optimizer. 
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Figure 38 - Darwin GUI 
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Figure 39 - Multi-Objective Optimization Process Flow Chart 
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The MOGO process is shown in Figure 44. Darwin operates by first randomly defining a 

first generation of 65 to 100 ships within the design space and uses the synthesis model (Section 

3.3) to assess feasibility and calculate the objective values (Cost, measure of effectiveness and 

risk) of these ships. At the end of the generation, each design is assessed and ranked according to 

its fitness or dominance in the three objectives compared to the others in the generation. When 

designs are either infeasible or niched (bunched up) in the design space, penalties are applied to 

them.  

The second generation of the optimization process begins with randomly selected designs 

from the first generation, with higher probabilities of selection assigned to the higher-fitness 

designs. Twenty-five percent of the second generation designs are then selected for crossover or 

swapping of design variables. Crossover is the process by which designs are randomly split and 

the design variables are swapped with another existing design in the generation. After crossover, 

an even smaller percentage of randomly selected design variables are said to be mutated. 

Mutation is used to introduce designs in other parts of the design space. This is done by 

randomly replacing single design variable values in a particular design with a different value 

selected randomly in the design space [10].  

This process is repeated until the selected design population converges to the non 

dominated frontier or runs a set number of generations, typically 300. As each generation is 

selected, the ship designs spread out and converge on the non-dominated frontier.  Each ship that 

lies on the non-dominated frontier provides the highest effectiveness for a given cost and risk 

compared to others in the design space. As stated in Section 1.1.1 there is no “Best” design, final 

selection of a design from the non-dominated frotier is based solely on the customers’ preference 

and their cost and risk thresholds [7][5]. Once Darwin has produced this non-dominated frontier, 

the post-processing of designs can begin to further examine the results. This genetic algorithm is 

much more efficient than simple random selection or using a DOE and is able to converge 

exponentially to a non-dominated set without computing gradients with both continuous and 

discrete variables. 

4.9 ASSET model problems 

Following the development of the ASSET/Model Center model, a simple testing and script 

troubleshooting found several problems that are a cause for concern. These include issues with 

Model Center and Darwin, the Excel Plug-in used for Fuel Calculator, ASSET and runtime 
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concerns. Several alternatives were tried to narrow down the causes. The following is a 

description of the problems experienced.  

The ASSET model with Darwin would frequently crash. This is believed to be a 

combination of the use of the converger tool, Excel Plug-in and Darwin. Runs with just the 

converger and Darwin also crashed but somewhat less frequently. When Darwin was removed 

from the model and replaced with a DOE, it also crashed. Phoenix Integration is working on the 

problems. 

Using the Simplified Ship Synthesis Model (which requires no interaction with ASSET), 

the Excel Plug-in and Darwin the model still crashed on an unknown Darwin error. At no point 

during this stage of trouble shooting would the model run with the Excel Plug-in installed. 

ASSET also had issues.  After 80-150 designs had been run, ASSET would crash, usually 

in the Hull Subdivision Module giving no error messages. Needing thousands of designs to 

complete a study, this proved to be a major problem. Trouble shooting methods for this issue 

included re-initializing ASSET at the beginning of each design and opening and closing ASSET 

every 100-150 designs, all failed. 

The model run time was another problem. On average, it would take 4-5 minutes to 

complete one design using ASSET. This would average to 6-7 days to complete an optimization 

run if the model worked as developed. The difficult ASSET command line interface requires 

many lines of script to implement one simple ASSET command. This takes time.  To ensure the 

design was balanced, the converger tool is used. This tool iteratively runs ASSET modules up to 

8 times to reach a converged point causing an even longer run time. The fuel calculator macro 

also takes significant time to run. Due to ASSET limitations and the Excel Plug-in there was no 

way to reduce the run time of the model without losing substantial capability.  

To work around these issues, a new method was required to reduce the run time and still 

efficiently search the design space to find an optimal set of designs. A simplified ship synthesis 

model developed previously by Dr. Brown was implemented. This simplified model can be used 

to pre-screen variables and to study responses. A FORTRAN coded Fuel Calculator was also 

developed to provide the same annual fuel consumption calculation capability as the Excel-based 

calculator but runs much faster and without error. An ASSET model with the new fuel calculator 

could then be used to complete the final optimization runs.  These new tools are described in 

Section 3.3. They were successful. 
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CHAPTER 5 - RESULTS, DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS 

 

 To further investigate the findings and conclusions of the Alternative Propulsion Study, 

and contrast results with those obtained using our automated approach, a CGXBMD case study 

was completed using the following data-collection approaches: 

 SSSM MOGO - A multi-objective optimization using the Simplified Ship Synthesis Model 

(SSSM) and Fuel Calculator to find a set of non-dominated Medium-sized surface combatant 

(MSC) designs. This optimization was run with the full set of design variables defining the 

design space (Table 4). The output data from this optimization is the primary data used for 

analysis in this Chapter. 

 SSSM MOGO DDG Parent Only - A multi-objective optimization using the Simplified Ship 

Synthesis Model (SSSM) and Fuel Calculator to find a set of non-dominated Medium-sized 

surface combatant designs. The design space was limited to the DDG-51 parent hullform 

without the modified-repeat DDG-1000. This optimization was run primarily for comparison 

to the ASSET MOGO DDG Parent optimization (next). 

 ASSET MOGO DDG Parent Only - A multi-objective optimization using ASSET and the 

simplified Fuel Calculator. The design space was limited to the DDG-51 parent hullform 

without considering the modified-repeat DDG-1000 hullform alternative. It is intended to 

demonstrate the results of linking Model Center with ASSET, but was limited in scope die to 

ASSET run-time and problems discussed in Section 4.9. 

A Design of Experiments was used in our analysis as a method of troubleshooting the 

optimization problems. It was also used for design variable screening prior to the ASSET 

optimization.  No results or analysis was conducted with DOE results. 

5.1 MOGO Results 

Figure 45 displays the results of the SSSM optimization (SSSM MOGO). Each point 

represents a design. The x-axis represents Total Ownership Cost, the y-axis OMOE, and the 

colors from blue to red represent OMOR values from 0.097 to 0.957. 

This optimization completed 8,841 designs while searching for non-dominated designs. All 

designs considered were collected by the data collector. Of these designs, there were many non-

feasible designs. These designs either did not balance or they did not meet area, volume, power 
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or speed requirements. With the runs completed, we were able to access the data explorer 

visualizer, and define constraints and objectives. Figure 46 shows feasible designs in color. The 

design points that are gray are all non-feasible designs produced during the optimization. 

When completing the trade-off / sensitivity studies or making conclusions with designs, it 

is important to only use the non-dominated designs of the design space.  Figure 47 shows only 

the non-dominated designs. Of the 8,441 designs only 156 were non-dominated. Figure 48 shows 

the similar non-dominated frontier generated using follow-ship acquisition cost as the cost 

objective. 

An interesting note when looking at this set of designs is that there are no high-risk designs 

on the non-dominated frontier. This shows that some of the high risk technologies 

(superconducting motors and generators) did not substantially improve the effectiveness of the 

designs. This will be further discussed in Section 5.1.2. 

 
Figure 40 - SSSM MOGO Results- All Designs 
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Figure 41 - Feasible SSSM MOGO Results (in color) 

5.1.1 Discussion of Representative Non-Dominated Designs 

Figure 49 illustrates a selected set of designs from our optimization. These designs were all 

knees in the curve representing designs of varying risk, cost and effectiveness.  The resulting 

design variable and parameter values are shown in Table 5. 

Each of the representative designs uses Power Generation Module options with MT-30s. 

With the exception of low-risk/cost Design #1050 each selected design uses 3xMT-30s (Option 

14). Design #1050 uses 2xMT-30s (Option 9). Selected Secondary Power Generation Module 

(SPGM) options use fuel cells (Options 5-7) in the higher risk/OMOE designs, and diesels 

(Options 3 and 4) in the lower risk/OMOE designs. 
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Figure 42 - SSSM MOGO Non-Dominated Frontier 

Advanced Induction Propulsion motors (PMM=1) are used in all but one of the selected 

designs. The permanent magnet motor is the only other motor option selected (Design 2149).  

Superconducting generator and motor options were not selected. The selected Distribution type 

is mostly AC ZEDS. Only one higher risk design used DC ZEDS (Design #5218). All propulsor 

types are used. 

Combat system option selections varied throughout these designs. The high end AAW 

option (Option 1) is the most prevalent option in this representative sample. Each design also 

uses the high end CCC option. All but one design uses the high end LAMPS option with hangar 

supporting embarked helicopters. 

Higher risk designs use the most automation keeping total manning fewer than 250. 
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Figure 43 - SSSN MOGO Non-Dominated Frontier Using Follow-Ship Acquisition Cost 

Each selected design also uses a modified repeat DDG-1000 hull form with parallel 

midbody rather than the 10 degree flared hull form (DDG-51 parent) option. Reductions in cost 

and risk in the modified repeat design greatly favor this hullform. Selected designs have a length 

between 209 and 222 meters. The deckhouse volumes are all optimized to values very close to 

the DDG-1000 deckhouse volume. The optimized values range from 11,600 to 13,000 cubic 

meters. 

Except for the design with 2xMT-30 (Design #1050), all selected designs have a sustained 

speed above 30 knots. 28 knots is the threshold. Design #1050 is a very fuel efficient design, and 

the only design with zero Surge Refuels and a Surge Speed almost equal to its’ Sustained Speed. 
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                             Design 1486                                               Design 5218 

 

 
                                        Design 4138                                               Design 1050 

 
Figure 49 - Selected Non-Dominated Designs (black dots) 
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Table 5 - Selected Non-Dominated Designs 

                                  Design   1486    5218     4138    1050     541     2149    8834                                  
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 Design #8834 is an excellent knee-in-the-curve design from the follow-ship acquisition 

cost non-dominated frontier instead of the ownership cost NDF as in all the other selected 

designs (Figure 50). Its characteristics are very similar to the other designs, but optimized to 

minimize acquisition cost. 

Figure 51 provides power and propulsion option descriptions. 

 
Figure 44 - SSSM MOGO Non-Dominated Frontier Using Follow-Ship Acquisition Cost 

(Cfola) with Selected Non-Dominated Design #8834 (black dot) 

 

 
Figure 45 - Power and Propulsion Design Variable Options 
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5.1.2 APS Considerations 

Figures 52-56 show main effects for non-dominated designs. These plots show how 

important ship characteristics (responses) vary with design variable inputs. 

 
Figure 46 – Total Ownership Cost Main Effects 

 

 
Figure 47 – Overall Measure of Effectiveness (OMOE) Main Effects 
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Figure 52 shows that Total Ownership Cost is driven largely by the selected AAW option 

(radar), but that automation and power options (PGM and SPGM) are also important. These 

design variables represent combat effectiveness, acquisition cost, manning cost, and fuel cost 

factors. 

 
Figure 48 – Annual Fuel Consumption (bbl/yr) Main Effects 

 
Figure 49 – Surge Refuels Main Effects 
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The AAW option is also very important to the Overall Measure of Effectiveness (Figure 

53), but again power and propulsion options are also important because of their strong effect on 

mobility including sustained speed, endurance range, surge speed, and surge refuels. The SPGM 

option is very nearly as important as AAW. This is a remarkable indication. Annual fuel 

consumption follows similar trends, depending primarily on the AAW, PGM and SPGM options. 

The AAW option drives the size of the ship and power requirements and the PGM and SPGM 

options drive fuel efficiency. 

Surge refuels and surge speed main effects (Figures 55 and 56) are somewhat more 

complex. PGM and SPGM options are very important for Surge refuels, but LWL sneaks in 

because of it’s strong effect on resistance (speed to length ratio). LWL, PGM and SPGM also 

drive surge speed, but AAW option, deckhouse volume and Propulsor Type are important. 

 
Figure 56 – Surge Speed Main Effects 

 

The Alternative Propulsion Study predicted that there would be a roughly 16-37 MW 

electric load required with the use of the future radars used for Theater Ballistic Missile Defense 

capability. This was a significant increase from the ship service loads on current designs. Figure 

57 shows Maximum Functional Load with Margin as a function of Displacement and AAW 
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(radar) option. Sampling four different AAW options each with a varying level of capability, the 

optimization indicated a somewhat lower electric load requirement for the MSC.  The fourth 

AAW option was the SPY-3/Volume Search Radar (DBR) combination used in the DDG-1000 

design. High-end AAW Options (3, 2, 1) each had SPY-3 with future versions of the Volume 

Search Radar, each with increasing capabilities. 

As seen in Figure 57, the high end options have a higher load requirement. These radars not 

only increase the electric load, but also contribute to the size of the ship (length, deckhouse size), 

and the power and propulsion architectures that support these radars operating at full power 

condition. The highest load for the non-dominated designs was 18.87 MW, at the low end of the 

16-37 MW projected by the APS. This radar alone requires 4.45 MW of power while operating. 

 
Figure 50 - SSSM MOGO Max Margined Electric Load in Non-Dominated Designs 

 

The APS used individual manpower studies for their ships to produce rough order of 

magnitude manpower estimates. For the Medium surface combatant, the APS determined a 

manning requirement of 283.  
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As discussed in Section 2.4.4 our study used a Response Surface Model generated with 

ISMAT to estimate the manning requirements for each design. The manpower estimates were 

based on ship size (length, displacement, volume), installed machinery, combat systems payload, 

and the manning reduction and automation factor (Cman). The Cman factor is a value used to 

specify the level of automation in a particular design. The results of the manpower analysis 

conducted as a result of the optimization for the MSC are shown in Figure 58. This figure shows 

Total Manning as a function of Displacement and Cman. Total Manning varied from 227-363 

with a strong dependence on level of Automation, red indicating the highest level of automation 

and blue the lowest. There is also a modest increase with displacement. 

 
Figure 51 - Total Manning versus Displacement and Manning Reduction 

Figure 59 shows Total Ownership Cost as a function of Effectiveness and Manning 

Reduction due to automation. Over the full range of designs considered, automation reduces total 

ownership cost by almost $300M. 

Figure 60 shows annual fuel consumption as a function of displacement and SPGM option. 

The power architectures with the highest fuel consumption are those with either no secondary 

engines or gas turbine engines. The lower fuel consumption values are for fuel cell and diesel 

options. 
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The selected AAW option also has a strong effect on annual fuel consumption and shown 

in Figure 61. AAW affects both the ship service power requirements and the size of the ship. 

 
Figure 59 - Ownership Cost versus Manning Reduction and Effectiveness 

 
Figure 52 - Annual Fuel Consumption versus Displacement and SPGM Option 
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Figure 62 shows the strong effect of the AAW option on the Warfighting MOE.  

Survivability is strongly affected by the Propulsor and Collective Protection System options 

selected as shown in Figures 61 and 62. The Forward Propulsor Option (Option 3) greatly 

reduces vulnerability. 

 
Figure 53 - Annual Fuel Consumption versus Displacement and AAW Option 

 

 
Figure 54 - Warfare MOE versus AAW Option and OMOR 
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Figure 55 - Survivability MOE versus Ownership Cost and Propulsor Type 

 

 
Figure 56 - Survivability MOE versus Ownership Cost and CPS Option 
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5.3 Conclusions 

The automated concept study process and tools presented in this thesis provide a rational 

and thorough method to search design space for non-dominated concepts. These non-dominated 

concepts represent the best basis for assessing technologies over a range of possibilities 

considering effectiveness, cost and risk.  

The Simplified Synthesis Model with Fuel Calculator functioned reliably and quickly when 

coupled with the Darwin Genetic Optimizer. 9000 designs were assessed in less than 12 hours in 

an efficient, exponentially converging search of the design space. The non-dominated frontier is 

well-populated, and spread over the full range of the design space. Results are complete and 

reasonable. Conclusions can be drawn from this data with confidence. Model Center 

optimization and visualization tools are useful and effective for decision making given this data. 

The ASSET interface with Model Center is operational, but it is very slow and not robust. 

Generation of just a few hundred designs can take more than 24 hours. Because ASSET attempts 

to balance each of these designs, the assessed designs are more frequently feasible than in the 

genetic search and this somewhat reduces the impact of long run times. ASSET provides more 

detail in its results including 3D geometry, subdivision, structures and machinery arrangements 

which could be used to perform a more correct and thorough vulnerability analysis. ASSET lacks 

its own cost model and manning model which are crucial elements in any automated naval ship 

design. 

The CGXBMD case study performed for this thesis represents a much more thorough 

examination of the future MSC design space than can be accomplished with a few good point 

designs. It is essential in such a study that only non-dominated designs are considered and that 

necessary metrics be established to properly consider cost, effectiveness and risk. Based on the 

SSSM optimization the following conclusions can be drawn related to Alternative Propulsion 

Study issues: 

 A modified-repeat DDG-1000 hullform with parallel midbody is consistently more cost 

effective than a new design despite its seakeeping risk. Parallel midbody in non-

dominated designs for the CGXBMD case study ranged from 26-39 meters. 

 Given the current technology performance predicted for superconducting generators and 

motors, this technology does not provide sufficient efficiency advantages in a total ship 

design to overcome, weight, volume, cost and risk considerations. 
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 The combination of primary power generation (2 or 3 MT30s) and fuel-efficient 

secondary power generation (fuel cells or diesels) are extremely effective and important 

in providing life-cycle cost-effective performance to reduce fuel consumption, improve 

sustained speed, surge speed and reduce surge refuels. 

 Rational combat, power, auxiliary and damage control system automation, as modeled 

using ISMAT for this thesis, has the potential to reduce MSC life cycle cost by $300-

350M with crew sizes in higher risk design less than 250, in most cases a reduction of 

almost 50 percent from today’s levels. This reduction is achieved considering the 

performance, cost, risk and total ship impact of automation. 

 The Forward Propulsor Unit has the potential to greatly improve ship vulnerability when 

developed and can operate effectively as part of an IPS. 

Most of these findings were consistent with the APS, but this process provides a much more 

robust, complete and rational basis for conclusions. 

5.4 Future Work 

The following future work is considered a valuable continuation of the process 

presented in this thesis: 

 Validate the SSSM implemented in Model Center as a preliminary tool for screening 

design variables, identifying an initial non-dominated population, selecting system 

options, and setting initial key performance and cost requirements. 

 Continue to develop the ASSET/LEAPS/Model Center interface. 

 Develop and perform a multi-stage evolutionary optimization process starting with 

the SSSM and moving to the ASSET/LEAPS environment including system 

architecture, survivability, and reliability considerations in an evolving environment 

optimization. This would include an evolving population product model. 

 Incorporate modeling, cost and performance uncertainty in the optimization process 

to identify robust designs with acceptable probabilities of success.  
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APPENDIX A 

NOMENCLATURE 
 

PGMOption- Power Generation Module Option 

SPGMOption- Secondary Power Generation Module Option 

PROPType- Propulsor Type 

PMMOption- Propulsion Motor Module Option 

DISTType- Power Distribution Type 

UsableFuelWT- Usable Fuel Weight 

Ts- Provisions Duration 

Vsrgmin- Surge Speed Minimum 

Nsrgmax- Maximum number of Surge Refuels 

Cgmbmax- Maximum GM/B  

Emin- Minimum Endurance Range 

Maint- Maintenance Level 

CMan- Manning Reduction and Automation Factor 

NDegaus- Degaussing System Type 

Vsmin- Minimum Sustained Speed 

Ncps- Collective Protection System Type 

HDK- Hull Average Deck Height 

HULLType- Hull form type (Flared or Wave piercing Tumblehome) 

NYBase- base year for cost calculation 

Fp- profit margin 

Ns- Number of ships to be built 

Ri-average inflation rate before base 

Rp-shipbuilding rate per year after lead ship 

Rif- average inflation rate after base 

 

LBP- length between perpendiculars 

LBPB- Length to Beam ratio 

LBPD10- Length to depth (D10) ratio 

BtoT- Beam to Draft ratio 

Cp- prismatic coefficient 

Cx- maximum section coefficient 

EndurSpeed-Endurance speed 

CRDaft- Raised Deck Coefficient 

RDHT- Raised Deck height 

 

ASUW- Anti-Surface Warfare 

LAMPS- Light Airborne Multipurpose System 

GMLS- Guided Missile Launching System 

CCC- Command Control and Communication 

ASW- Anti-Submarine Warfare 

AAW- Anti-Air Warfare 

 


